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1962 Bentley S2  Owner: S. Silverbach
B408LBS
Inveterate, continent-hopping tourers, the 
Silverbachs had already piled on 1500 miles 
just to get to the tour in the wilds of Texas 
(see p. 12830) and so their trusty ride earned 
a place on the cover.
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CONDUIT  CONDUIT
From the  
President

When we think about our club we tend to 
think about the wonderful cars that are the  
focus of who we are. If it weren’t for those 
incredible machines in all of their glory and 
elegance there would be no Rolls-Royce 
Owners’ Club. But the cars themselves did  
not form the club, it was the small group of forward-looking  
people who saw the need to band together for technical help 
as well as social interaction. They were dealing with cars that  
were 20 to 30 years old in 1951—that means Phantoms I, II, 
and III or Cricklewood or early Derby Bentleys. Today our 
20- to 30-year-old cars are Spirits and Spurs, or Mulsannes 
and Brooklands. What hasn’t changed, however, is the desire 
to band together with other owners and enthu-siasts for both 
technical and social interaction. With the modern cars there 
may be less hands-on mech-anics of the DIY sort, but there is 
certainly the social interaction with like-minded people.  

This is a roundabout way of saying that it is our mem-
bers who make the club what it is, and it always has been 
so. The number of members who give of their time, energy, 
and knowledge to volunteer in so many ways is humbling. 
Some of you are involved within your region or society 
and some at the national level. Whatever you do, in any 
capacity, is appreciated by us all as it is the volunteers that 
keep the club running. Too often we forget to thank these 
members and show appreciation for what they do. We don’t 
always have to agree with everything they do, but we should 
recognize that it is done with the best of intentions. It is 
often difficult to find volunteers to take on responsibilities, 
especially at the regional or society level. Perhaps if we 
thanked people more they might be more willing to serve.

Speaking of volunteering, our meet hosts and their 
team of volunteers are ready for us to participate in the 

annual meet at Lake Tahoe. They have worked so hard to 
bring us the best possible experience, and I look forward 
to seeing you there. I hope you have registered.

I would like to give you an update on things I reported 
on in the last issue. We are moving ahead with our agree-
ment for closer ties with the Bentley Drivers Club. We 
have drafted a Letter of Intent and are working with the 
BDC to iron out some items, but anticipate that it will 
be signed. Then we can begin to work on details of the 
arrangement.

Another initiative that we have begun is a branding 
exercise for the club. The RROC is a very inclusive orga-
nization, but it can benefit by being defined more sharply 
than it currently is. Our club is reasonably healthy at the 
moment, but we have seen the membership decline in 
recent years. We can reverse this trend by defining our 
benefits and therefore our brand more clearly to help cur-
rent and potential members recognize why we’re a fun and 
helpful group of which to be a part.

Related to the branding exercise is the new trademark 
agreement that we have signed with Rolls-Royce Motor 
Cars. This was something we had to do in order to protect 
our rights to use their trademarks such as the words “Rolls-
Royce”, the grille, and the flying lady graphic among many 
others. This may require some adjustments in the way we 
use these trademarks going forward as well as in the stock-
ing of Club Stores. We will inform regions and societies if 
any changes are necessary at that level.

We are happy to announce that we have restarted the 
quarterly conference calls for region and society chairs, 
various national board members, and Executive Director 
Mark Lizewskie. It is hoped that this will be another way 
in which we can have better 2-way communications. If 
your region or society did not participate in the May call, 
then we hope they will dial in to the next one.

Happy motoring and see you in Tahoe.  —Sue Brooks

Please contact RROC HQ to  
register for RROC events. 

Phone Number 717.697.4671  
<www.rroc.org>

RROC Activities Committee 
Chair: Tom Purcell

Phone Number 808.357.5574 
<activities@rroc.org>

All editorial contributions go to the editors, addresses on masthead.  

Deadlines 11/1, 1/2, 3/1, 5/1, 7/1, 9/1.

Direct all other correspondence, including change of address or complaints about 

delivery to the relevant Club officials or to HQ. All ads, whether classified (the 

Bazaar) or display, go to the Ad Manager at Club HQ. 

Calendar of Events
2018, Aug. 11–18 Annual Meet, Lake Tahoe, CA

2018, Oct. 8–13 North Shore Boston Tour

2019, July 22–27 Annual Meet, Detroit, MI

2020 Annual Meet, Gettysburg, PA

BENTLEY NEWS
Bentley Home Collection    (April 17) On the car front 
it may be a bit quiet these days but Bentley is stirring the 
pot in other areas. At the Salone Internazionale del Mobile 
2018 in Milan, Bentley will showcase home and office 
furnishings designed by architect Carlo Colombo. The 
centerpiece is the new Buxton kitchen, “an ideal expression 
of the focal point for contemporary family living.”

As with previous collections, the pieces are inspired by 
the materials and shapes found in the cars. Such elegance 
comes at a price: from $3,210 and up for the Dundee 
ottoman to $29,220 for the Bampton sofa inspired by the 
dashboard of 
Bentley cars.
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Bentley Motors

BENTLEY NEWS

Solar Power    (April 10) Bentley Motors will erect the 
UK’s largest solar-powered carport at its Crewe headquar-
ters. How large is large? An additional 10,000 panels (good 
for a capa city of 2.7MW) to the 20,815 panels already 
installed in 2013.

The full system could power about 1,750 homes or pro-
vide 24% of Bentley’s electrical energy requirements and 

reduce CO2 by 3,300 tons per year. The carport will cover 
1,378 parking spaces, an area of 16,426m², and will be 
installed and operated by solar carport  specialist FlexiSolar.

This project follows recent recognition that Bentley 
Motors has become the first UK automotive manufacturer 
to be awarded the Carbon Trust Standards for environmen-
tally responsible handling of carbon, water, and waste.

Regions & Societies

 29 Jul Mainland Fun Run

 4 Aug Vancouver Island Picnic

 21–23 Sep Fall Joint Meet with PNW Region

 27 Oct Fall Dinner / Halloween Party 

 8 Dec Mainland Christmas Party

 16 Dec Vancouver Island Holiday Gathering

BC Region
The BC Region has the following events 
remaining on its 2018 calendar, plus a few 
local car shows that are organized by others. 
RROC members who are in the area are always 
welcome to join in any of these activities.

Editor’s Note: In the last issue we 

inaugurated the new feature the 

RROC Board devised to relieve the 

Regions and Societies of the burden 

of producing their own newsletters. 

This was followed by a conference 

call between RROC officials and 

representatives of the various entities 

to discuss guidelines for submitting 

material to this magazine.
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Pikes Peak    While the 
96th running (on June 
24) of the famous Colo-
rado hill climb will have 
concluded by the time 
this issue goes to press, 
right now all we can 
report is that a driver has 
been announced, New 
Zealander Rhys Millen 
whose family has been 
associated with Pikes 
Peak for decades. His 
father Rod has won the 
12.42-mile (19.99 km) 
race five times. Realize 
that those 12.4 miles are 
packed with 156 corners 
to appreciate that this is 
a serious challenge.

Bentley isn’t just 
aiming to do well here, 
which is hard enough, but to break the existing Production 
SUV record of 12:35.61 (Paul Dallenbach in a 2014 Range 
Rover Sport) which would require a minimum speed of 
60 mph (96 kmh). The overall record was set in 2013 by 
Sebastien Loeb in his Peugeot 208 T16 going 8:13.878.

The Bentayga Millen will pilot has an unmodified 
447kW/900Nm Bentley W12 engine. It will be prepared 
by the team in Bentley’s motorsport department in Crewe. 

The car has been built as close to production standard as 
possible, with minimum changes as governed by the Pro-
duction Class rules. It will run its standard air suspension 
with 48V electric active anti-roll control, but will be fitted 
with a full roll cage, onboard fire suppression system, rac-
ing seats and harnesses. It will run production Pirelli tires, 
and a custom exhaust system from Akrapovic.

Rhys Millen has won Pikes Peak twice before.

Gentleman Heroes: 
YU 3250 - The First BIower Bentley 
and The Men Who Made It Happen 

by Giles Chapman with Clare Hay 
Speed Age, 2017. 248 p., b/w & 
color images, hardcover, slipcase. 
£95. ISBN 9780993025112 (Avail. 
from www.hortonsbooks.co.uk)

You may know this particular 
1928 4½ Litre Bentley better 
than you think—it was mod-
eled by Lesney in its “Models 
of Yesteryear” Series, marked 
No. 5. Realistically, this is as 
close as most of us will get to 
that famous car.
 While this book is—and 
certainly started out that way—
the story of one particular 
Bentley chassis, it grew into 
rather more than that. As the 
very first of the four immor-
tal Birkin Blower Bentleys, 
#HF3187 aka HB3404/R after 
Tim Birkin drastically modified 
it in 1929/30 (reg. YU3250) is 
automotive royalty, but precise-

ly because it is the first, this 
is the perfect occasion to also 
look at the Big Picture story 
of how a model that didn’t suit 
WO Bentley’s philosophy at all 
came to be in the first place.
 As publisher James Mitch-
ell rightly says in his Fore-
word, “The key players, pro-
filed throughout the book, 
are as important as the engi-
neering excellence of Bentley 
Motors.” A second Foreword 
is by the car’s current owner, 
car connoisseur extraordinaire  

Chip Connor. (Read- 
ers who’ve missed 
a few memos from 
the Bentley world 
may asso ciate YU 
3250 with a differ-
ent name: the late 
George Daniels, a 
BDC fixture who 
also owned anoth-
er Birkin team car, 
the iconic red single- 

seater Blower UU5871, but 
he passed the YU3250 baton 
to Connor already way back  
in 1959). 
 Books could be written 
about either man’s collection 
and collecting philosophy. Cus-
tody of a historically impor-
tant car is a complex matter 
and while all the car’s nota-
ble owners are said to have 
“understood the significance of 
YU within the WO and Blow-
er Bentley story,” history will 
record with gratitude that it 

is William E. (Chip) Connor 
II, American-born Hong Kong-
based businessman with deep 
pockets and unimpeachable 
motoring cred, who raised the 
bar by bankrolling the publica-
tion of this very fine book.
 Not least, Connor’s interest 
in properly documenting this 
car has brought Bentley expert 
Clare Hay to the table, a rare 
thing these days. There are,  
in fact, several big names  
attached to this book: in addi-
tion to award-winning author 
Chapman there’s Michael 
 Furman on the studio photo 
end and on the design side 
Julian Balme at Vegas Design 
Associates. Tim Houlding 
 con tributed a survey of  
YU3250 model cars. With this 
deep a bench, there’s really  
no need to explain matters fur-
ther to our readership: get a 
copy while you can—only 
1000 exist. 

  BOOKS 

BENTLEY NEWS

Bentley Motors
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Follow the line beginning at the base of the A-pillar rearward and see how it, and the 
roofline, fall away. In conjunction with the glass to metal ratio this makes the car look 
“fast” (which, in this context, has nothing do with speed). The protruding trunk lid is 
meant to evoke prewar cars that carried luggage outside the car on a rack.

The 6.75L twin-turbo V12 delivers 563bhp/420kW and 850Nm/627lb ft  
of torque to the all-new all-wheel drive, all-wheel steer system. Less  
abstract to most drivers will be cargo capacity: the rear compart - 
ment in standard configuration offers 560 liters of cargo  
volume, or 600 with the parcel shelf removed. 

Cullinan  Unveiled    (May 10) Aside from the Phantom 
VIII winning a “Five-star Car”’ accolade at the Auto-
car Awards 2018, the only other headline story out of 
RRMC lately has been that the Rolls-Royce of SUVs—is a 
Rolls-Royce. 

After three years of speculation, the world can now kick 
the tires. RRMC is not worried. New Rolls-Royces are 
always met with a certain incredulity by the all-knowing 
motoring press—“Costs as much as a house!” (figure mid 
$300,000s), “Exactly who asked for this?!?” (young people, 
thank you very much), “What’s the world coming to??” (is 
being able to take full-on luxury off-road a bad thing?)—
but RRMC has a firm grasp of what their paying customers 
are asking for.

Considering how long SUVs have been part of the 
automotive lexicon, RRMC is actually quite late to the 
game. Considering how many internal, company-specific 
game pieces had to be in place first (R+D, tooling and 

manufacturing capability, the business case etc.) it’s actu-
ally a really short development cycle for a first-ever—for 
Rolls-Royce—model.

While RRMC has tested the car to destruction on and 
off the road all over the world, there is as yet only lim-
ited independent road-test info available. Internet-savvy 
readers may be aware of a recent campaign broadcast on 
social media by National Geographic and Rolls-Royce, 
“The Final Challenge.” The daily film and photograph 
updates documented Cullinan undertaking trials in North-
ern Europe, the Middle East, and the United States for 
one final time ahead of its world debut in May. The Chal-
lenge began in the Highlands of Scotland on April 4 and 
then proceeded from the Alpine snowfields of Austria to 
the arid deserts of the Middle East and finally across the 
toughest terrain in the United States. The Cullinan crew 
was accompanied by explorer and photographer Cory 
Richards, National Geographic’s 2012 Adventurer of the 

ROLLS-ROYCE NEWS

RRMC

CONDUIT  CONDUIT
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Year. Rolls-Royce’s mantra for the car is “Effortless, Every-
where.” Check. RRMC considers Cullinan the most antici-
pated car of 2018 and, quite possibly, the most anticipated 
Rolls-Royce of all time.” Well, check.

So what’s it like? Those in the rear sit higher than those 
in the front of the car (Pavilion Seating) but, more inter-
esting, the base of the rear seats sits higher than the trunk 
floor, so even when both rear seats are folded down, the 
items in the cargo area cannot careen forward. But, when 
you do have to haul something really long that has to lie 
flat, the entire trunk floor can be raised electronically to be 
flush with the seat base which then yields a loading length 
of 2245 mm and load capacity of 1886 liters.

The rear seats can be spec’ed in different ways: two 
seats or three. In the 2-seat version the individual rear 
seats are separated by a Fixed Rear Centre Console incor-
porating a drinks cabinet with Rolls-Royce whisky glasses 
and decanter, champagne flutes, and refrigerator. The 

3-spot Lounge Seat configuration is the family-friendly 
option. The rear seats obviously fold down (in a 2/3 and 1/3 

split), which doesn’t sound like a big deal except that this 
is the first Rolls-Royce with such a feature. They also move 
in a number of planes to offer endless adjustability.

The cargo area can be separated from the main cabin 
by means of a glass partition wall. This doesn’t just keep 
noises and odors at bay, it also maintains a steady tempera-
ture inside the cabin when the rear hatch—“The Clasp”—
is open. In car-speak, this is a “three-box” set-up, and it is, 
surprise, a first in the SUV-sector. 

Another cool feature is that the car lowers itself by 
40 mm when the doors stand open to make entry onto the 
completely flat floor effortless. Doors operate pushbutton-
fashion as on other Rolls-Royces, and the rear doors are 
rear-hinged, making RRMC the only maker to offer this 
feature on all their models.

“Effortless, Everywhere”—go and try it for yourself!

CONDUIT  CONDUIT
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t exas has some interesting high country and desert scen-
ery in its western regions that not very many folks have 
enjoyed so the Region got serious and mounted a driv-
ing tour that explored terrain several days remote from 

where most of us live. 
When word got around that a tour was being planned 

for the uninhabited wildernesses, there was as much inter-
est as there was skepticism: “Are you serious?” “Have you 
lost your mind?” “You want to do what in February?” “You 
want me to drive 600 miles to get there?” Have you told the 
Comanches?”  

Well, the tour blossomed into a fun February happen-
ing so give me a few moments to tell you about our Wild 
West Winter Tour. I must confess I did not expect lots of 
participation. Just how many members would brave the 
still cold February temps in Texas? In a wave of optimism I 
convinced myself that maybe 20 would sign up so I bravely 
negotiated with the famous Gage Hotel in remote Marathon 
to block 20 rooms. I was secretly thinking 15 max. 

Color me surprised when over the course of the next 
several months the number of room reservations reached 
36 and my count of participants rose to 67! Obviously some 
folks had to cancel along the way due to personal or car-
related issues but in the end we had an incredible 51 par-
ticipants in 18 cars. 

Did we have a Grand Tour? You’re darn right! Well, I am 
partial, obviously. So, here are a few highlights.  

Things kicked off Saturday February 24 when some of us 
made an early stop in Del Rio, to break up the long drive to 

Marathon. We topped off a good day of casual driving with a 
nice lunch in Castroville, then a regrettable dinner at a local 
Del Rio joint. The food was good but service was tragic. We 
don’t do well at 3-hour dinners.  

The next morning we motored to Langtry to visit West 
Texas legend Judge Roy Bean’s Jersey Lilly bar and court-
room. Fine photo opportunities all around. This is one Texas 
tourist stop where open carry is not restricted; it’s judged. 

Afterwards it was onward to Marathon and lunch at 
the Oasis Café, a small place along the main drag with 
good eats and quick service to our large herd of car wran-
glers. Then we motored 33 miles further west on US 90 
to Alpine and the Museum of the Big Bend on the cam-
pus of Sol Ross University. Educational enlightenment 
is good! Amazing things happen in Big Bend (read about  
them on your own).  

The herd returned to Marathon and checked in at the 
Gage Hotel for two nights. All participants arrived safely 
from all over Texas as well as California, Tennessee, and 
Missouri. Dinner that evening at the Gage was a delight and 
their buffalo meatloaf an especial culinary hit. I took the 

How the West Was Won 
The Texas Region’s Wild West Winter Tour

Sneed Adams (TX), Wagon Master

Some of our tourers came prepared with the requisite Western 
garb. Or maybe they just dress like that all the time.
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stage and introduced participants who contributed to the 
tour and those who attended from out of state:  

•  John Conley made the leather Texas Name Badges 
and the Round TUIT coasters. Magnificent!

•  Elizabeth Coleman arranged the visit and tour of 
the Otto Struve 82-inch telescope at the McDonald 
Observatory. WOW!

•  Don & Kathy Allen from Lubbock drove the oldest 
car, a 1958 Silver Cloud I.

•  Spencer & Vicki Silverbach drove their 1962 Bentley 
S2 from Sacramento, CA—1500 miles.

•  John & Cecelia Conley drove their 1989 Silver Spur 
from Baldwin, MO—935 miles.

Monday morning we had a great buffet breakfast at the 
Gage Hotel. It was a chilly sunrise at only 26°F but tremen-
dous bright sunshine and no clouds. We bundled up and dis-
tributed blankets to those who braved this top-down moment 
(or no working heater). Alas, tragedy struck! The lovely 
1991 “White Lady” Corniche belonging to John Charlton 

decided to ice up a few 
droplets of water in 
the fuel system. After 
several agonizing min-
utes of grinding and 
groaning in protest it 
was decided the best 
course of action was to 
let Ole Man Sun warm 
up the engine bay. Sev-
eral hours later, after 
being warmed adequately, the “White Lady” ran like a purr-
ing kitten.

After the usual morning of “who is going,” “who is lost,” 
“who is still at breakfast,” and “OMG I lost my keys!!” we 
set off at 8:30 am in magnificent caravan style to Big Bend 
National Park. Not a cloud in the sky and not another vehi-
cle in sight for 65 miles. After a couple of pit stops at Ranger 
stations and a stop at the best vista point in the park at 4,200 
ft elevation we made it to the end of the road at the Rio 

Mural on the wall in Alpine.

How women of the west (Tammy Bulhon) got their man 
(Gerard B.) And right in front of the courthouse too (Judge Roy 
Bean Courthouse and Bar in Langtry)!
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Grande River for a classic view of the Santa Elena Canyon. 
Mexico is on the left and the USA on the right. We took a 
stunning group photo.

Returning through Panther Junction we drove up the 
mountain over Panther Pass at 5,770 ft elevation to the 
Basin where we had lunch at the Lodge Café. Seems our 
bad luck with food service was to hold: the lodge operator 
had neglected to tell the café we were coming. But the café 
manager opened the bar and fed us quickly.

Everyone made it back to the Gage Hotel after a beauti-
ful day of great weather and 275 miles of motoring on paved 
roads in Big Bend National Park. No scenery like this in 
any other part of Texas. Outstanding, to say the least. For 
dinner the Gage Hotel put out its Tex Mex Buffet on the 
Patio; another winner! There were many tired but happy 
touring folks.  

Tuesday morning was another chilly one at 35°F but the 
5:30 am sky was super clear and the stars were on crisp dis-
play. Marathon’s elevation is 4,055 feet and there being no 
moon to illuminate the sky the stars were the brightest I 
have ever seen.

After another fine breakfast at the Gage Hotel we mar-
shaled the cars out front, blocking the road and creating pan-
demonium in the village of Marathon. I don’t think this spot 
on US 90 has ever seen so many cars at one time or people 
standing in the road blocking daily commerce while taking 
several thousand photos. Against all odds we managed to get 
away from the mayhem at somewhere east of 8:00 am for 
the 55-mile drive to the Chihuahuan Desert Nature Cen-
ter where the good folks provided a warm reception along 
with guided tours of the desert plants being nurtured. The 
Cactus Nursery was outstanding with over 1,000 varieties 
being cultivated. Leslie Spicer’s desert garden and cactus 
nursery were inspiring. The Mining and Geology presenta-

tion by Joe Mussey was a wonder. Thanks to 
Lisa Gordon for the fine reception and educa-
tional presentations.

Onward to the Davis Mountains Loop 
drive for more upland desert scenery, crooked 
roads, and vistas. Some serious driving off the 
beaten path. This road leads to the Off the 
Grid part of West Texas. The road tops out 
at about 6,500 ft elevation. Lunch found us 
in Fort Davis at the Fort Davis Drug Store, 
an old-fashioned venue with some serious ice 

The Santa Elena Canyon carved by the Rio Grande River is an 
imposing sight. Mexico is on the left and the USA on the right.

The Cactus Garden at the Chihuahuan Desert 
Nature Center.
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cream treats. After lunch it was off to the Fort Davis Cav-
alry Fort. Established in 1854 and named after Secretary of 
War Jefferson Davis, it closed in 1891 and was made part of 
the National Park system in 1961.  

At 3:15 pm it was back up the mountain to the McDonald 
Observatory for a guided tour and presentation by superin-
tendent Craig Nance of the 82-inch Otto Struve telescope. 
He selected Debbie Koger to sit at the telescope operating 
console and drive the telescope to illustrate its movement 
capabilities. Astronomer Driver’s License Award. 

This telescope was built at 6,790 ft elevation and went 
operational in 1939. At the time it was the second largest 
telescope in the world and weighs 45 tons. Although con-
siderably smaller than today’s giant telescopes, it remains in 
use for starlight study called spectrometry. After about 30 
minutes of expert presentation inside the dome of the tele-
scope we were invited by Craig Nance to join him in the vis-
itors’ room at the 10M (433-inch) Hobby-Eberly Telescope 
(HET). If you were impressed with the 82-inch machine, 

the HET was off the chart. The telescope’s primary mirror 
is the largest yet constructed, at 11.1 x 9.8 meters. The HET 
is one of the world’s largest optical telescopes, with an effec-
tive aperture of 10 meters and a 78 square meter hexagonal 
mirror array made from 91 segments. Its design is revolu-
tionary. It sits at a fixed elevation angle of 55º and rotates 
in azimuth to access 81% of the sky visible from McDonald 
Observatory. The mirrors alone weigh 27,000 pounds. It too 
studies starlight through spectrometry.

We were scheduled to participate in a 7:30 pm outdoor 
Star Party at the observatory but Mother Nature had other 
ideas and decided this was the evening it had to rain for the 
first time in several months. Nothing left to do for us but 
schedule a return trip!

After a Tuesday night motel stay in Alpine we motored 
north Wednesday morning towards Carlsbad, New Mexico 
to visit Carlsbad Caverns. The caverns were amazing, the 
road was not. The 80 miles of US 285 between Pecos, TX 
and Carlsbad, NM were a war zone. Oil and gas drilling 

operations monopolized the highway and the truck 
traffic was unreal. The roadways were a shambles. 
Pothole City. My unlucky 2006 Bentley CFS blew a 
tire  on one pothole which also bent the wheel. I had 
to have a tire trucked in from Lubbock; fortunately it 
seats well enough to hold air but the wheel wobbles 
and will need repair.

Leave room for dinner, folks! Don & Kathy Allen splitting a 
Banana Split at Ft. Davis Drug Store.

Where’s that 1200-page instruction book on “How to install the 
Donut”?? The wheel itself was damaged too.

McDonald Observatory. L–r: Otto Struve 82 inch. Hobby-Eberly 
433 inch, and in the background the Harlan J. Smith 107 inch.

A local oil field 
worker offered 
help. If he had 
ever seen a 
Bentley before 
he had certainly 
never changed 
a Bentley tire 
before.
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We had our final dinner at the Balzano Winery north 
of Carlsbad and then Thursday morning everyone made 
for home—on an alternate route to avoid the potholes and 
trucks, but Kirk Simonds’ 2007 Bentley Arnage R caught a 
nail in the right rear tire anyway. Still, it was a great run and 
we’ll do it again! 

More photos of the tour can be found at <https://
sneedadams.smugmug.com/2018-RROC-PIX/Wild-West- 
Winter-Tour-February-2018/n-jzgDFb/.>

Sneed Adams, 2006 Bentley CFS, BR634704

Don & Kathy Allen, 1958 RR Silver Cloud I, LSHF213

Shawn Behrens, 1969 RR Silver Shadow FHC, SRH3038

Xavier & Alicia Bethune, 2014 Bentley CFS, ECE89570

Jerry Bevins & Judy Espinosa, 2013 RR Phantom, 
SDX72921

Al Briseño, 1990 Bentley Turbo R, RBL31671 

Gerard & Tammy Bulhon, 1981 RR Silver Spur, 
NAB02495

Bob & Mary Lou Burr

John & Jeremy Charlton, 1991 RR Corniche III, 
DAM30333

Jack & Elizabeth Coleman

Jim & Cecelia Conley, 1989 Silver Spur, NAK26463

Randy & Kay Harig, 2007 Bentley Continental GTC, 
DR744806

Ken Harris & Alex Starovic

Jack & Gwen Hunt

Tom & Debbie Koger, 2013 Bentley Continental GTC, 
GRD79461

John & Marcy Lovick, 2011 RR Ghost, SBX49836

Steve Krazer

Rob & Bea McLellan

Robert Ober, 1957 Jaguar D Type

Bill & Diana Osborne

Lloyd & Brenda Peake

Jim Powell

Bill & Lucy Rasco

Philip Reese

Spencer & Vicki Silverbach, 1962 Bentley S2,  
B408LBS

Kirk Simonds, 2007 Bentley Arnage R, LC712559

John Sweney & Mike Stargel, 2007 RR Phantom, 
S7X08671

Ray, Dee & Ross Symens, 1964 RR Silver Cloud III, 
LSGT43

Paul Tervelt & Homer Butuyan, 2010 RR Phantom, 
SAX09049

Even though we picked a “better” road for the return trip, 
another car got . . . nailed.

Ok, so it isn’t a Rolls-Royce . . . but Robert Ober’s Jaguar D Type 
is worth a photo any day!

The Bulhon 
1981 Silver 
Spur sprung 
a small water 
leak. Wagon 
master Sneed 
Adams (r) may 
have lost his 
hat but not his 
head and was 
able to spot the 
offending fitting.
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1958 Silver Cloud I (LSHF213).On display, in the desert parking lot at the Chihuahuan Desert 
Nature Center.

Up the mountain to McDonald Observatory
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Testing at 
Chateauroux

Tom King (NZ)

of a popular British car produced over a 20-year 
 period from 1962 to 1982, 4,154,902 copies were sold 
in Britain in period. Of those, 5,411 remained regis-
tered for the road in 2013, a survival rate of 0.13%.

The Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost was also built over a 
20-year period, from 1907 to 1926, interrupted by the First 
World War, and in that time 7,874 were built, including 
1,701 in Springfield, Massachusetts. Of those, despite the 
youngest now being 90 years old, about 1,500—over 19%—
are estimated to have survived. Overall, it is estimated that 
65% of all Rolls-Royces built have survived. A major rea-
son why Rolls-Royces last so well is the quality, not just of 
the design and build, but the anticipation of any challenges 
likely to be faced by the cars during their service.

In Britain a blanket 20 mph speed limit prevailed from 
1903 to 1931 although it was frequently flaunted. An auto-
mobile manufacturer wishing to test its products at speed 
without drawing the ire of the local constabulary had to look 
elsewhere. For a variety of reasons, France emerged as a 
favorite testing ground.

Ernest Hives (1886–1965), known as Hs in the company, 
was working as a cycle mechanic while still in his teens. 
After once showing his mettle repairing C.S. Rolls’ car, he 
was hired by Rolls to work in his auto import/sales/service 
company. By 1908 he had risen to chief test driver for Rolls-
Royce Ltd., then took over the Experimental Department, 
and spent a great deal of time testing the cars slated to 
defend the company’s honor in the Alpine Trials.

In 1923, Hs decided that the town of Chateauroux, 
110 miles south of Paris, would be an ideal hub for the rapid 
accumulation of 10,000 miles of test mileage, on roads left 
in an appalling state by the First World War. With two teams 
driving each car, and another team working on it at night, 
10,000 miles could be run up in just a few weeks. 

Throughout: Rm’s captions are in quotes.

The Rolls-Royce team scopes out their new digs at Chateauroux.

The teams set up shop in a rented garage on rue Hyacinthe, 
Chateauroux. Here, fitters would tend at night to whatever 
damage the test cars incurred during the day.

Above: “Four Wheel Brakes” with 35PK in a spot of bother.
Right: “Dunlops Please Note!” 
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Information about the people who designed, built, and 
developed the Rolls-Royces and Bentleys almost 100 years 
ago is elusive. There are innumerable books and articles on 
the subject of the Rolls-Royce company and products; occa-
sionally, new snippets of information are found, but it is rare 
to meet an immediate family member of one of the early 
Rolls-Royce employees and thus gain some appreciation of 
them as human beings. 

Such is the case with William Arthur Robotham, known 
to friends and family as “Roy” and as Rm at Rolls-Royce 
Limited. He was born in Derby on 26 November 1899, 
and on Armistice Day 1918 (November 11) was living in 
an army hut on the desolate Romney marshes, nearing the 
end of military training which would have qualified him as 
an artillery officer in the British Army. He could see that it 
would be some time before he would be demobilized, and, 
not wishing to wait until that happened, and to join a large 
number of newly released survivors of the Great War in a 
search for employment, he applied for indefinite leave.

Rm’s family had a legal practice in Derby but he was 
not invited to join the firm; instead, through a contact 
his mother had with Mrs. Platford, whose husband Eric 
already held a senior role at Rolls-Royce Ltd., an interview 
was arranged with the company. Rm secured a Premium 
Apprenticeship, one of about a dozen young men taken on 

“The first car homewards.” 9GIII with Rm at the Hotel de France in Chateauroux during its first 
10,000 mile testing in May 1925. The car, with a Windovers body, underwent another 10,000-mile 
test in 1927, and given production chassis number GXL82. It was last heard of in the USA.

“Le blesses.” Laurie Shepherd, presumably the less 
bandaged of 35PK’s occupants, was the driver.
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at that time, usually “younger sons” from “public schools,” 
in a scheme devised to produce an invaluable member of 
the company after an informal training period of four years. 
Each was to pay Rolls-Royce £250, about $20,000 now, and 
was paid 5 shillings a week, about $20 now. The informal-
ity of the Premium scheme, which was supposed to include 
further study at night, involved little supervision, and was 
seen in retrospect to have been unsuccessful, with Rm one 
of the few to make his mark on the company. This he seems 
to have done at an early stage, having been taken on in 1923 
as a technical assistant to Hives. 

 Rm was a keen photographer, owning a Leica, and he 
always wore it at the ready. Many of his photos have not 
been published before, and we are grateful to his family for 
the privilege of showing some of them here, together with 
his captions where noted. On some of his captions, and in 
his book Silver Ghosts and Silver Dawn, Rm noted the date 
and the chassis numbers of the cars, so we can sometimes 
closely identify events of over 90 years ago.

“Who said Vouvray?” This is possibly a reference to the 
Chenin blanc wine produced in that village in the Loire 
Valley, on one of the roads radiating from Chateauroux. 
Another of Rm’s photographs is captioned “Cheap Vouvray 
Ough!” Note the formal dress worn by all the men involved, 
no matter how arduous were their activities.

“La Morte 35PK.” Dead it was, for a while; some lucky 
customer later bought this thoroughly tested car.

 Rm, to return to our story, was assigned to the devel-
opment cars being taken to Chateauroux. The teams set 
up shop in a rented garage on rue Hyacinthe where fitters 
would tend at night to whatever damage the test cars may 
have incurred during the day or to make modifications on 
the fly. For the first few weeks of the regime, Rm drove 
as part of the teams, the better to establish the routes and 
appreciate the stresses man and machine were subjected to.

 Rm wrote an article for Motor Sport magazine in Novem-
ber 1941, at a time when motoring magazines were eager 
to publish interesting historical material because wartime 
naturally resulted in a paucity of automotive developments 
and news. He wrote, “Since the days when the ‘Silver Ghost’ 
competed with success in the Alpine Trials in 1913, Rolls-
Royce have favoured the Continent as a proving ground for 
their products. . . . Sending a car overseas has one great 
advantage—it gets it away from the factory and calls a halt 
to the process of fitting new and alleged ‘improved’ pieces. 
Apart from this, for fast road work, poor surfaces and moun-
taineering there is no comparison between the terrain of 
the British Isles and that of the Continent. It is necessary 
to supplement Continental testing with running under Lon-
don conditions, as this throws a peculiar strain on the clutch 
and transmission, and also emphasises over-oiling and over-
heating under idling conditions. Such tests, therefore, are 
always included in a standardisation schedule of mileage, 
which until the outbreak of war consisted of the following: 
25,000 miles on the Continent (including a comprehensive 
tour in the Alps); and 1,000 miles in London traffic. When 
we first undertook our Continental tests it was on a basis of 
10,000 miles running, but as road surfaces improved and the 
standard of reliability expected by the customer increased, 
we steadily raised the distance to be covered. The aver-
age speed of this Continental running is very high, and our 
records show that it has progressed, in spite of the fact that 
there is probably ten times the traffic on the French roads 
today as there was 20 years ago. This is, of course, simply an 
indication of the improved roadworthiness of the car, and 
the increased engine performance. The Continental run-
ning is not confined to running-miles alone; the test sta-
tion is fully equipped to dismantle the chassis, and when 
troubles occur—as they are bound to do on all experimental 
cars—it is up to the staff to recommend a solution to the 
design department. To do this they frequently have to call 
upon the engineers from the Derby factory, who travel out 
to investigate the problems. This investigation work often 
takes quite as much time as the actual periods when the car 
is on the road. Generally speaking, four complete tests are 
run every year. It is exceptionally difficult for the testers to 
avoid occasional accidents. I well remember that when we 
first started these tests, although other motorists were few 
and far between, the hazards of the roads were very consid-
erable, as until about 1928 the livestock of every farm adja-
cent to the road made a practice of using this level stretch 
of ground for recreation. To cover a test run of 500 miles 
without some sort of fatality was the exception rather than 
the rule. The roads were, of course un-tarred in most cases 
and, in consequence, in wet weather it was not always pos-
sible to stop very hurriedly.
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“One September Morn, after 23,000 miles at 40 mph, 35PK” left the road and ended up in 
a river near Bourges. Su Cumber drew a pen and ink illustration for her father’s book.

“On one occasion when I was driving one of these 
test-cars and we had slowed down to about 40 m.p.h. to 
go through a village, a sow of unusually large proportions 
attempted to cross the road. It was obviously a question 
of either hitting the sow or a poplar tree, and we, there-
fore, chose the sow, striking it very close to the tail with the 
dumb-iron. Almost immediately the car was surrounded by 
a crowd of gesticulating villagers, who appeared to spring 
from nowhere, and somewhat heated argument ensued. Any 
conversation which I have in French is likely to cause mis-
understanding, and this particular instance was no excep-
tion to the rule, since I kept emphasising that le cochon 
was mort, and a shrivelled old lady, who appeared to be the 
owner of the sow, would keep referring to it as une truie. 
We rapidly came to an impasse, which was only surmounted 
when, by mutual consent, we adjourned to the domicile of 
the pig-keeper, where I was shown ten small pigs! No pains 
were spared to describe the probable death agonies of the 
infants, robbed of maternal care. However, the clouds lifted 
somewhat when we got back to the car and found ‘mother’ 
uneasily cantering down the road. The next day I received 
a bill for 1,000 frs.—500 frs. for the mother and 50 frs. for 
each petit porcelet—which was so obviously a ‘try-on’ that I 
retaliated by another bill for 1,000 frs. for ‘damage done to 
the car.’ Before rendering this I took the precaution of hav-
ing a very considerable party with the local gendarme. The 
matter was satisfactorily ‘settled out of court’—no money 
changing hands!”

The same story found its way into Silver Ghosts and Sil-
ver Dawn, nearly thirty years later, with Rm writing this 
time, “The chickens, ducks, turkeys, goats and even pigs 
used the roads for recreation, and the mortality rate was 
high. . . . I still have a copy of a bill for a sow which sud-
denly appeared on the highway and into which I ran. The 
bill demands 500 francs for the ‘mere nourrissante’ and 50 
francs each for 10 piglets which would undoubtedly expire 
due to deprivation of maternal care. It was signed by the 
local vet, who had the unfortunate name of Brigand.

“One thousand francs was a lot of money in 1924. I 
sought out the local gendarme and explained that the road 
was covered with mud and lined with very large trees, and 
that the sow had emerged from the farmyard without any 
prior warning. I, therefore, had to hit either the sow or a 
tree. His method of settling the affair without legal com-
plications was interesting. He said that roads were meant 
for cars, not pigs, and that hitting such a large animal must 
undoubtedly have damaged a very valuable car. He there-
fore wrote out a bill claiming 1,000 francs for damages to 
the car, and got me to sign it and present it to the farmer. 
Whatever the legal aspects of the case, I heard no more 
about it.”

A nice story. When Su Cumber, Rm’s daughter, read the 
accounts, she had a rummage in the family archives, and 
found M. Brigand’s bill, dated 27 March 1924, and even stat-
ing the registration number of the offending car, CH3995, 
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Brigand, the local vet, recorded the damage.
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which we know was chassis 98NK. We reproduce it here, 
with Rm’s caption, as a tribute to those gallant Rolls-Royce 
employees who contributed to the company’s reputation. 

 Rm again: “Not the least of the problems in the early 
days was that of dust. It is no exaggeration to say that in 
the summer on certain roads the cloud of dust half a mile 
behind the car was so thick, as to completely obscure vis-
ibility. The French cyclists, who abounded then as now, 
showed little appreciation of our activities, and we had to be 
careful not to use the same road too often. The level-cross-
ing keepers soon came to know us and, in common with 
all other employees of the French railways, showed a dis-
tinctly sporting instinct. They were always ready to appraise 
the speed of the approaching train and, if the odds were at 
all reasonable, took a chance that we would cross the line 
before the locomotive passed between the gates. The fact 
that we never hit a train testifies to their sound judgment.

“Round about 1925 wheels and tyres were very trou-
blesome. The straight-sided rims, which were held on by 
being sprung on to the wheel, used to come off at maximum 
speed, whereupon the tyre left the rim, and the first indica-
tion of trouble which the driver had was that the car became 
somewhat uncontrollable. It was always difficult to find the 
rim, although one could usually keep an eye on the tyre as it 
bowled along the road ahead of the car.

“In really hot weather when driving fast on bad roads, 
which were the rule rather than the exception, tyre life 
was very unsatisfactory. I remember leaving a town about 
100 miles south of Orleans at 10 o’clock in the morning to 
run someone to Dieppe, and then go on to Paris. I started 
with a brand new set of five tyres, and ran into Paris about 
11 o’clock at night with one cover stuffed with hay. It is dif-
ficult to over-estimate the value of having straight, traffic-
free roads available for experimental testing, and when, in 
addition, one is no longer worried by the production depart-
ments at the factory, it is surprising what useful work can be 
accomplished.” 

Gradually the later Silver Ghosts with four-wheel brakes 
evolved into the next model designated the “E.A.C.” series, 
to stand for “Eastern Armoured Cars” but in that time of 
relative peace surely irrelevant. The “E.A.C.” series gradu-
ally became the New Phantom, built in late 1923 and 1924, 
with the pushrod overhead valve engine installed, and some 
of the chassis (93NK, 46PK, 48PK, 98NK, 9PK, 35PK, 
44PK, and 59PK) became the “New Phantom.” Most of 
these cars had semi-finished Barker bodies, painted grey. 
The Managing Director, Claude Johnson (CJ 1864–1926), 
gave drivers strict instructions that they were never to stop 
in public places, and of course engine compartments were 
never to be opened in public, where the new engine would 
be obvious.

Robotham again: “We had one rather puzzling problem 
when we first introduced four-wheel brakes on the ‘Silver 
Ghost’ Rolls-Royce. We found that the average petrol con-
sumption over roads which we knew well had dropped by 
over a mile to the gallon, which, since we were getting only 
about 11 miles to a gallon, was something which could not 
be disregarded. The modifications which we had made to 
the engine in fitting these brakes were insignificant, being 

“15 March 1924 Boulogne to the Mediterranean in 2 days” 
shows Hives with 98NK or 35PK, below with an as yet unidenti-
fied 40/50 hp landaulette.

confined to a new exhaust manifold. The gear ratio and the 
weight of the car remained unaltered. The poor fuel econ-
omy, therefore, appeared to be inexplicable. As a last resort, 
I instructed the drivers to carry out a test-run using nothing 
but the handbrake, which operated only on the rear wheels. 
Our mile to the gallon was at once recovered, showing that 
good brakes increase the average speed of the car, and so 
the fuel consumption.

“Experience shows that if the bearings of a car will stand 
up to 20,000 miles of this Continental test, they will have 
a life of 50,000 miles in the hands of the ordinary British 
customer, who crosses the Channel only occasionally. The 
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“The Chateauroux Terrors” with 40/50 hp Barker-bodied tourers 35PK and 98NK.

“35PK and 98NK” were Barker-bodied tourers that, along with Hooper laundaulette 9PK, were 
finished in “rough gray” and carried no rear compartment upholstery. Built in late 1923, they 
were designated “EACIII” for “Eastern Armoured Car” and were part of the development for what 
became the New  Phantom. After their very strenuous test careers they were passed to the Sales 
Department, and 98K became 123XMC. 98K (reg. CH3995) is the car in the infamous pig incident.
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German motor roads have pre-
sented an entirely new prob-
lem, which has been dealt 
with by the production of the 
‘Corniche’ Bentley. . . . If cus-
tomers take standard Bentley 
cars onto the autobahnen, they 
must restrict their sustained 
maximum speed to about 80 
mph, if they do not wish to 
reduce the life of the engine 
considerably. We do not apol-
ogise for this state of affairs. 
The winding roads of Britain 
require a rather specialised 
type of vehicle and, until they 
are brought up to date, the 
standard British car is bound 
to be much under-geared for 
modern automobile highways.

“As may be imagined, the 
records of a million miles of 
Continental motoring provide 
an immense store of knowl-
edge for future design work. 
The incidents—humorous and 
otherwise—which occurred 
during this testing would fill 
a book. For the time being, 
the overseas test section of 
the Rolls-Royce Experimental 
Department has, of course, had to close down. As soon as 
the war comes to an end, however, it will re-open, because 
we believe that, in the past, it has been, in a large mea-
sure, responsible for such degree of reliability as we have 
attained with our products.”

The New Phantom evolved into the Phantom II after 
extensive development at Chateauroux, as did the Phan-
tom III as detailed in Steve Stuckey’s article in the 2017 
RROC Yearbook. 

The first Bentley built at Derby, chassis 1-B-III, was 
passed out from the factory on 17 January 1933, and Hs and 
Rm immediately started putting it through their own test-
ing program on their customary local test hills, achieving 83 
mph on an icy and snowy road. They then travelled to West 
Wittering, giving Sir Henry Royce a chance to see a Bentley, 
three months before his death. After some modifications to 
the exhaust system, and the fitting of an exhaust cutout, 
they achieved a speed of 91.84 mph over the measured half 
mile at Brooklands, and a lap speed of 90.22 mph. The next 
month Rm and the test driver Frank Dodd (1901– 99) did 
some test touring in France and Switzerland, and at Montl-
héry race track they achieved 96 mph. 1-B-III had several 
breakdowns in France, and failed its 10,000 mile test, even-
tually limping home to Derby after 8,000 miles. It was then 
dismantled, and its body transferred to the next experimen-
tal car, chassis 1-B-IV. Rm returned to America in January 
1934, taking 1-B-IV, with him. His experiences during a 
bitter spell of winter weather are vividly reported in Silver 

Ghosts and Silver Dawn. The 
body had received a great deal 
of punishment on its two chas-
sis, and the leaks around the 
door seals let in the winter 
weather, which did not endear 
it to Rm. 1-B-IV was still in use 
up until 1937, by then fitted 
with a 4¼L engine.

He took another experi-
mental Bentley, B56BN, on 
another testing sortie with Hs, 
John Maddox (Mx), and George 
Hancock (GWH) to accom-
pany the third Phantom III 
experimental car built, chassis 
32EX, on its first Continental 
trip. This trial included several 
of the high alpine passes, but 
they were thwarted by snow 
and the overheating and failure 
of a fuel pump on 32EX dur-
ing their attempt at the Stel-
vio Pass (2757 meters). The 
Bentley, registered CMF340, 
was fitted with the prototype 
all-steel Park Ward body, but 
later a Vanden Plas tourer 
was fitted, and eventually it 
became a Park Ward touring 
saloon, renumbered B204LS 

and sold in August 1939. In 1935, after the alpine endeav-
ors, Rm met his friend, Billy Bethell (Hon. William Glad-
stone Bethell, 1904–64), his party and his Rolls-Royce 20/25 
Thrupp & Maberly sedanca, for a shooting trip to Hungary. 
The extreme social conditions there were described in Sil-
ver Ghosts and Silver Dawn.

Eddie Hall intended to compete in the 24 Hours race 
at Le Mans in 1936 with his Bentley, chassis B35AE, and 
a team including Hs, Rm, and Mx took the Phantom III, 
chassis 32EX, to Le Mans in 1935, presumably on a scout-
ing expedition. Industrial unrest in France meant that the 
1936 race was cancelled, but no doubt the Rolls-Royce men 
had as much fun as ever; they all seem to wear broad smiles 
in Rm’s photographs. As Su Cumber says, Rm idolized 
Hs, and photographs show them looking very easy in each 
others’ company.

By that time, it is now clear that Britain’s rearmament 
program helped keep Rolls-Royce afloat; during 1935 the 
aeroplane engine revenue exceeded chassis income for the 
first time, and by 1938 it was six times as great. Hs was 
appointed general works manager when Arthur Wormald’s 
death closely followed Sir Henry Royce’s, and by 1937 he 
was appointed to a seat on the Rolls-Royce Board of Direc-
tors. At that time, Hs presented an extremely frank report 
to the board, and the acceptance of this by the board and 
the Rolls-Royce workforce formed the basis for the new 
direction the company took, with the “Rationalized Range,” 
which led to the Mark VI Bentley, and the saving of the 

“Typical road. Note peasant getting off the road;  
he knew us.”
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automotive part of the company. Ernest Hives was later 
awarded the Companion of Honour, Most Honourable 
Member of the British Empire, and from 1950 became the 
first Baron Hives.

As war loomed, Robotham and his associates made two 
ambitious sorties; firstly, in late 1938, with the experimental 
Mark V Bentley, chassis 8-B-V, to a very militarized Ger-
many, with the test driver Ivan Waller; and in February 
1939 1,000 miles of high speed testing was done on French 
roads and the Montlhéry racing circuit, with the Embiricos 
streamlined car, B27LE, accompanied by the Vanvooren 
pillarless saloon-bodied car, B6MR. The prototype Cor-
niche, on chassis 14-B-V, was tested during very hot July 

1939 weather on the Italian autostrada, when the tires were 
the limiting factor. In August it was involved in a bad acci-
dent near Chateauroux. The chassis was sent back to Derby, 
and the body was repaired locally, becoming a war casualty 
on the dock at Dieppe. Vanvooren had built four more bod-
ies for the proposed Corniche line on the new, rationalized 
Mark V line, and they were stored at Chateauroux.

This town was an important part of Rolls-Royce, but with 
the radical post-WWII changes in France, even the road 
names have been changed, and rue Hyacinthe and whatever 
remains of the Rolls-Royce testing station there is tantaliz-
ingly elusive. Some rally in France needs to spend some 
time fossicking around Chateauroux.

“Les Salles Anglais” is another cheerful photograph of the Chateauroux testing team 
aboard a rather battered-looking test 40/50 hp tourer by Barker.

“Croydon, Clarke, Lidsey, Crofts” were test drivers at Chateauroux. 
Tom Clarke has annotated many of his and other authors’ books 
with the names of these unsung heroes, but we seldom have the 
chance to put their names to their images.
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“Le Lavandou” is a town quite close to Henry Royce’s home “Le Cadanel” and here he stands with his hand 
on the door handle of a 20 hp registered in Paris in 1925.

“20 hp Hispano” was a rival marque undertaking testing 
in the region. It, too, wears only a rough test body suited to 
the task at hand.

Another Hispano Suiza.

The information in this article is drawn from many sources:
•  Notes from meetings with Rm’s daughter, Su Cumber;
•  Rm’s memoir Silver Ghosts and Silver Dawn (Constable, London 1970), a fascinating account, 

written during four years after his retirement, and including some drawings by Mrs. Cumber; 
•  His article “Rolls-Royce Continental Testing” in Motor Sport, November 1941; 
•  Rolls-Royce and Bentley Experimental Cars by Ian Rimmer (RREC Publishing 1986);
•  Rm’s obituary in the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Club Bulletin Number 123 from November 1980; 
•  Alec Harvey Bailey’s two-part article in Bulletins 154 and 155 of January and March 1986; 
•  The test driver Alan Swinden’s memories in Bulletin 159 of November 1986; 
•  Rolls-Royce—Hives’ Turbulent Barons by Alec Harvey-Bailey (Sir Henry Royce Memorial 

Foundation, 1992); 
•  James Fack’s article “Entente cordiale: Georges Paulin, Rolls-Royce, and the Bentley Corniche” 

in The Roycean #3, 2012; 
•  Rm’s photograph albums, with his captions, which he maintained from about 1924 until he 

retired in the 1960s;
•  Sundry other references gleaned from numerous other sources.
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it was a rainy afternoon in the spring of 2018 when the tow 
truck arrived with a Silver Spur on its back. There was little 
to distinguish the latest arrival from any other Spur in our 
yard, but a placard on the treadplate announced that the 

car on the flatbed was the very last of its kind exported to North 
America, ending what was nearly a twenty-year run. 

It was ironic how that particular Spur made its way to 
our shop, because we almost sold the last Spur ourselves 
in 1999, in conjunction with Herman Albers in Indiana. 
Production of Spurs should have ended earlier, but just as 
they were introducing the Silver Seraph Rolls-Royce real-
ized they still had some Spur bodies and they offered early 
Seraph buyers Spurs as an alternative.  

Later we would suspect that the factory’s real motive 
was to clear out what would become unusable parts inven-
tory after a corporate transition. It was public knowledge 
that the Rolls-Royce company was being sold but we really 
didn’t know what that would mean. There was probably a 
sense of British pride and perhaps fatalism built into that 
last car. Shortly after it left the factory many of the staff 
were replaced in the German takeover.

The car arriving at our shop had been ordered through 
Braman Rolls-Royce in Miami. At about the same time one 
of our clients, the late Peter Picknelly, commissioned what 
became the first coachbuilt Seraph for North America. 
When they received Picknelly’s order Rolls-Royce offered 

The Last Silver Spur
John Elder Robison (MA)
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to build a Spur instead. Our client almost changed his order, 
but kept the Seraph in the end even though production was 
delayed repeatedly. The Braman order became the last to 
be processed for North America, and our client got an early 
Seraph. He didn’t suffer for that, as he already had two 
Spurs in his garage.  

The features that set the car on the flatbed apart from 
older Spurs were subtle. The small rear window had 
made its debut on Hooper’s officially sanctioned modified 

Spirits and Spurs in 1981 and became a standard Rolls-
Royce option in 1995. They are most commonly associated 
with the Springfield Spurs from 1996. Picknelly had actually 
commissioned the first of those in 1996, and it was deliv-
ered at our company on the grounds of the original RRofA 
Springfield factory. The retractable hood ornament on the 
last Spur was from the new Seraph. The audio head unit was 
also common with the Seraph. The interior woodwork was 
patterned on the Flying Spur of 1995, and the leather had 
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the loose gathered look that was popular in other cars of the 
period. Known as “ruched seating” it was an expensive and 
rare option.

It was the kind of motorized carriage one expects to 
see on Fifth Avenue, perhaps idling outside Harry Win-
ston Jewelers. A black Rolls-Royce with yellow New York 
plates. The three-digit license number told you the owner 
was someone important, if the massive car hadn’t given you 
that message already.
 Rolls-Royce Motors introduced the Silver Spur in 1981, 
so most survivors are now 30-some years old. This particular 
car was newer, having left the factory on January 25, 1999. 

It was just nineteen when it arrived at our shop, old enough 
to vote but too young to buy a drink, which was just as well 
because cars shouldn’t drink and drive.

Rolls-Royce was one of the great names in automobiles 
and aviation, but by 1999 they had fallen on hard times. 
Fifty years earlier their Merlin aircraft engine helped win 
World War II. Swarms of those twelve-cylinder beasts 
powered Spitfire fighters guarding London and Lancaster 
bombers attacking Germany.

Then the game changed. Jet engines took over aviation 
while automotive technology began evolving at a previously 
unseen rate. A few good engineers were no longer enough 
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for success, and by 1971 Rolls-Royce was 
bankrupted by the effort of trying to satisfy 
their big aero customers’ ever-changing 
requirements. The aircraft and automo-
tive divisions were separated by the gov-
ernment-appointed receiver in what was at 
the time Britain’s largest corporate failure.

The automotive side of Rolls-Royce 
never really recovered to compete in the 
last quarter of the 20th century. They were 
in some sense victims of their former suc-
cess. Rolls-Royce–powered bombers had 
destroyed the industrial facilities of the 
Third Reich, even as Spitfires kept Brit-
ain’s home factories safe. That meant Rolls-
Royce soldiered on after the war with tired 
19th-century-style factories while the Ger-
mans built new industrial plants using the 
latest tools and techniques. British manu-
facturers fell behind and never caught up.  

The Silver Shadow—designed in the 
early 1960s—was Rolls-Royce’s last tech-
nologically competitive model. The 1981 
Silver Spur was really a Shadow in an 
updated body at a time when competing 
carmakers had totally new designs. When 
the recession came in the late 1980s Rolls-
Royce sales fell to almost zero. Some 
American dealers lost 90% of their reve-
nue, and many went bust.
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When sales recovered it 
was Bentley that led the resur-
gence. All through the post- 
war years Bentley was the poor  
stepchild of Rolls-Royce, ac-
counting for less than 10% of 
sales (except for the very first 
postwar model which would 
turn out to outsell Rolls- Royces  
by a significant margin—but 
only because the firm had 
decided to test postwar waters 
with the nameplate they were 
not afraid of damaging). By the 
late ’90s the tables had turned, 
and Bentley was 90% of 
Crewe’s sales in some markets.  

Even then Rolls-Royce 
Motors was barely hanging  
on. It costs a fortune to 
develop a new automobile, 
and Rolls couldn’t do it alone. 
They turned first to BMW for 
engines and electronics, and 
then sold the Crewe factory to 
Volkswagen a few years later. Those two companies would 
divide up the Rolls-Royce and Bentley names and go for-
ward with totally new German-approved designs. The older 
cars were orphaned.

The Silver Spur arriving at our shop was truly the end of 
an era; the last example of British design, British engineer-
ing, and British manufacturing. As such it was a thing of 
beauty, something any Englishman could be proud of.  

Yet the car was also an anachronism; a sad commentary 
on the state of the British car industry at the end of the 
20th century. The Silver Spur’s imposing body and interior 
were built using craft techniques that had barely changed 
in 80+ years. The result was a handmade look and feel with 
a beauty unmatched by any car in the world. The interior 
of a Rolls-Royce or Bentley of that vintage is like a piece of 
fine furniture.  

But mechanically they were lost. The lovely steel body-
work was very vulnerable to rust in much of the United 
States. The durability of “traditional” materials could not 
match the plastics used in lesser cars. A welter of emission 
and safety regulations had forced engineers to tack one bit 
after another onto a formerly elegant design that was long 
past its retirement date. Meanwhile the consumer electron-
ics revolution produced innumerable gadgets engineers 
tried to stuff into the last Spurs to keep up with Mercedes 
and Cadillac.

Reliability evaporated, but the majesty remained. Rolls-
Royce once ran ads showing a car gliding down a street with 
pedestrians looking at the darkened windows and wonder-
ing who was inside. Not everyone who drives a Rolls-Royce 
is famous but each has a unique story, and that was certainly 
true of this car’s owner.
 I met Richard Paley about twenty years earlier when he 
drove another Spur to our shop in Springfield, Massachusetts. 

He was a New Yorker, one of 
many who had been a client of 
Carriage House Motors, the 
Rolls-Royce dealer in Man-
hattan. Carriage House and 
George Haug (the longtime 
Rolls-Royce service agent for 
that city) had both imploded in 
the recession of the ’90s, leav-
ing many owners adrift.

As Paley explained, My first 
Rolls-Royce was a magnifi-
cent close-coupled sedan that 
my dad bought from JS Inskip 
on 63rd Street in New York. 
He would show off to friends 
that at times one would not 
need to use the starter to start 
the engine. One could slightly 
open the throttle on the steer-
ing column, then flick down the 
spark lever, also located on the 
column, and most of the time, 
the engine would roar to life. 
I  traded the P II for a 1948 

Silver Wraith, with a right hand drive. Drove it for a num-
ber of years but couldn’t afford the maintenance. My next 
Rolls-Royce was a 1982 Silver Spur, bought from Carriage 
House in 1984. That same year I also bought a 1956 Bentley 
Continental convertible from Richard Gorman at Vantage.”

Meanwhile, by the late 1980s I was established in my 
own company, J E Robison Service, handling British car ser-
vice in Western Massachusetts, and I was a technical con-
sultant to the Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club. We got a steady 
trickle of New York and New Jersey owners and their cars.

I had started Robison Service after working with the 
Crewe-built cars at Foreign Motors West, the Boston dealer 
at that time. There were not many independent shops ser-
vicing those cars and I saw an opportunity to fix and sell 
them. I reasoned that our small town location would give 
us a cost advantage compared to big city dealers and that 
proved to be the case.  

Before working on British motorcars I’d worked in 
music, as a sound engineer. I’d been the American engineer 
for Britannia Row, the sound company Pink Floyd formed 
to put their gear to work when they were not on tour. Lots 
of seventies groups toured with our gear and I had the privi-
lege of working many of the shows. I also worked directly 
for a number of other bands, including KISS, and I worked 
on house sound systems in a number of clubs.

I even saw the occasional Rolls-Royce back in that day, 
though most musicians were starving and the few successful 
ones I knew drove Cadillacs. The Fleetwood Brougham was 
the workhorse of the music industry. I drove an Eldorado, 
with a hood longer than most European cars and a 500 cubic 
inch engine that could really make that car move.

In the music world Rolls-Royces tended to be reserved 
for the biggest stars and the promoters, because they were 
the only ones with the kind of money it took to buy them. 
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None had any time for the likes of me, though I saw them 
at a distance. Soul singer Teddy Pendergrass made the news 
when he crashed his Rolls-Royce into a tree. Other nights 
we’d see them glittering under the lights, and we’d wonder 
who they belonged to. 

Groups as diverse as Black Sabbath, Phoebe Snow, Roxy 
Music, the Kinks, John Hammond, James Cotton, NRBQ, 
and Iron Butterfly sang through equipment I engineered. I 
left most of that behind to start the car company, but I still 
stayed in touch with some of the musicians. Peter Framp-
ton’s longtime bass player John Regan used to attend the car 
auctions with me, and other musicians stopped by the shop.  

Robison Service always had an eclectic clientele. Most 
were businesspeople, but we had a smattering of artists, 
performers, and even outlaws. Our Rolls-Royce owners 
tended toward the more conservative end of things, but as I 
sometimes discovered, you never knew. . . 

Richard Paley looked like any other New York executive. 
He called himself a buy-side mergers and acquisitions advi-
sor. But when he sat in our waiting room and looked at the 
music memorabilia, something more emerged. 

I was part of that scene, he said. In the early sixties I was 
renting out apartments in the lower east side of Manhattan. 
My strategy was to rent cheap rooms to young people look-
ing for their first apartments. I ended up as the owner of 
numerous tenements, most with bathtubs in the kitchen and 
some with toilets in the hall, each serving two families. The 
tenants gave me an idea.

I received a flier announcing the 3,400 seat Loews Com-
modore Theater on Second Avenue was for sale. I saw an 
opportunity. My vision was to become an impresario and 
book hot rock and roll acts. I scraped together enough 
cash for the deposit but did not have the funds to close the 
deal, nor the $500,000 needed for repairs and renovation. I 
turned to investors.

With no music experience my backers would not accept 
me booking acts and running the place. They insisted I find 
a well-known promoter of rock and roll. “The money” and I 
interviewed Sid Bernstein, who had just brought The Bea-
tles into Shea Stadium. Bernstein was not interested. We 
also talked to Ronny Delsener, who was running Rheingold 
Festival in Central Park, and Bill Graham, running the Fill-
more in San Francisco. They both wanted in.  

What a coincidence, I thought. Ten years later Delsener 
would be the promoter for many of KISS’ biggest shows, 
including many I worked on. He put us in Madison Square 
Garden in the ’70s, and in the summer of 1980 Delsener 
booked KISS in the Palladium Theater, a few blocks from 
the old Fillmore. Some called the Palladium the Fillmore’s 
successor, but the mystique of the old Fillmore was never 
matched. Still, my Palladium show proved to be particu-
larly memorable thanks to an altercation with the bikers 
working security.

Paley continued, I wanted Delsener; the money guys 
wanted Graham. Graham got it. Graham was managing Jef-
ferson Airplane and Gracie Slick. He, in turn, brought in Al 
Grossman, who managed among others, Dylan, Peter Paul 
and Mary, Big Brother and the Holding Company (who had 

as singer, an unknown girl named Janis Joplin). Hence, the 
partnership was formed between Bill Graham, Al Gross-
man, “the money” and myself.

Al Grossman recruited fellow manager/producer Bert 
Block, making five partners at the start of the Fillmore East. 
It was only open three years in its original incarnation but 
in that time everyone who was anyone played there. The 
Doors, The Who, and Peter Frampton and Humble Pie all 
played iconic shows there. Most of the bands I’d worked 
with appeared on the Fillmore’s stage and several recorded 
live albums there. I was sorry the place had closed before I 
appeared on the music scene.  

Now I wondered why no one knew Paley’s story. There’s 
hardly a book on rock and roll history that doesn’t mention 
the Fillmore, and Graham, Grossman, and Block. None of 
them name Paley. The popular narrative makes Graham out 
as the visionary, but there would never have been a Fillmore 
East if Paley hadn’t seen the ad for an empty theater and 
had the dream.  

While we were talking about things no one else knows, 
Paley told me another interesting tale. He turns out to have 
been “the real estate guy” often referred to in various arti-
cles about the Lower East Side of Manhattan. He coined 
the name “East Village.” As he explained, This was over the 
vigorous objection of Rose Ryan, the Advertising Manager 
of The Village Voice, the paper in which I advertised my 
vacant apartments. She said there was nothing ‘villagey’ 
about the Lower East Side. According to her, Greenwich 
Village had lovely brownstones, winding streets and abun-
dant charm, whereas the Lower East Side had naught but 
ancient tenements built for the indigent. However, the name 
stuck, the tenements are still there, albeit renovated, and the 
‘hood’ has now become one of the most hip and expensive 
places to live in the world.

Everyone has heard of the East Village. Who knew where 
it got the name? Some iconic things are like that; we accept 
them with no thought as to the origins. Paley’s catchphrase 
to market a 19th century tenement became ubiquitous; his 
vision for an old theater led to the Fillmore. At any rate, all 
of this put enough of the green stuff into his bank account, 
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enabling him to buy that last Silver Spur that appeared at 
our shop all those years later. 

After leaving the Fillmore, Al Grossman moved to 
Woodstock, New York, where he continued to work with 
other musicians I had known, many of whom were Fillmore 
alumni. In another twist of fate, I attended a reception in 
Grossman’s former Woodstock home the day after Paley’s 
car was delivered to Robison Service.

We tend to think of the modern world as anonymous and 
disconnected, but threads often bind us beneath the sur-
face. Did you like rock and roll? I asked Richard. Not so 
much, he answered, I always preferred classical music. An 
odd thing to hear from someone who still has memories of 
legends like Janis Joplin and Bob Dylan backstage in his 
club. It was a magical time to work in music. I might have 
been surprised at his response but I gave the same kind of 
answer myself, when people asked if I was a heavy metal 
fan after touring with KISS. Not really, I would say. I always 
preferred blues and soul.

 Meanwhile the last Spur was waiting in our shop. The 
Rolls-Royce company we had grown up with was gone as 
was the New York dealership. But this vehicle had survived, 
and to all indications it remains pretty healthy. Ironically 
it was the changing technology that brought it to us. Older 
cars relied on springs and shocks to manage the ride. The 
last Spur had electronic ride control, and when that failed 
to work the car would knock the fillings out of your teeth.

We fixed the car, but I’m sure it will be back. That’s the 
way it is with old Rolls-Royces. In the end the car will prob-
ably outlive all of us. The only record of Paley’s time at the 
Fillmore is a few dusty entries at the New York Registry 
of Deeds. Of the five original Fillmore partners, Richard 
Paley is the lone survivor. My own time in music is now just 
memories and photos.  

The past is ethereal, and the Fillmore is now an apart-
ment building. Only Paley’s last Spur remains tangible and 
real, the same today as when it was built. The end of an era.

We fixed the car, 

but I’m sure it will 

be back. That’s the 

way it is with old 

Rolls-Royces. 
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In the end the car will probably outlive all of us. 

Richard Paley and chassis 66580.
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i often hear a concerned customer ask, “Why does my wood 
crack?” Or more accurately, why does the finish on the 
wood crack? Interior wood should remain perfect forever, 
but it doesn’t. 

There are multiple reasons why finishes crack, but from 
my perspective the more interesting question is, “why is the 
finish on certain trim pieces more likely to crack than on 
other pieces?” Is there something inherent to their posi-
tion in the car, or their design or construction that con-
tributes to top coat failure? With a large enough sampling, 
one can begin to see patterns develop in the wood trim of a 
Rolls-Royce/Bentley. 

A number of years ago, picnic tables still under warranty 
were coming through our shop with such regularity that a 
deeper understanding of the table construction was neces-
sary to properly address the problems manifest at the sur-
face. Cracks and fissures too numerous to count marred the 
surfaces of too many tables. The most common fault lines 
emanated from the inserted wood handhold buried under 
the veneer. Its attachment would prove to be a contributing 
factor to the problem.

Merely refinishing the table was an exercise in wishful 
thinking because that wouldn’t fix the underlying problem. 
The next step would be to attempt to add glue to the puck-
ered veneer, hoping it gets to the substrate, and clamp it. 

Over time we saw so many examples of tables sent to us 
for “refinishing” under warranty that the experience of see-
ing such difference in the continuity of strata proved to be a 
good study of “Geology 101.” 

Picnic tables from a 1987 Bentley Continental and the 
accoutrements of repair. Tables have original finish.

An extreme case of cracked finish on a picnic table. 
Note the “linear” crack line below the handhold.

Picnic Table Repair
An Overview
William Rau (CA)
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Refinishing?
So here’s the problem: when employing even the best 
refinishing techniques, will these tables crack in the future 
again? Having in fact taken a geology course or two, I began 
to see the question in terms of uniformitarianism and cat-
astrophism, two historic schools in geomorphology. If the 
cause of the cracks had been a one-time event (catastro-
phism), then as long as one can avoid another occurrence 
of that event (e.g. an accident) the new finish would likely 
maintain its integrity.

Uniformitarianism says the processes operating in the 
present are the same processes that operated in the past, 
and would be the processes that operate in the future.

In table speak this translates into: if you don’t correct 
an underlying problem then the symptom is likely to reap-
pear in the future. The problem was not the finish itself; it 
was merely an unsightly symptom of the real problem. If we 
don’t do something to “fix” the structure of the tables they 
will “act” as they have in the past and crack the new finish.

In some cases it was necessary to re-veneer the tables 
which allowed a good forensic study of what goes on under-
neath the veneer and how the factory table components are 
constructed. Below the decorative walnut burl veneer was a 
sub-veneer of straight grain walnut. Utilizing a sub-veneer 
is common practice in woodworking, and one that we 
employ for various operations in construction and repairs. 
A sub-veneer helps to isolate repairs and seams from the 
decorative walnut burl above it and provides a smooth and 
unbroken plenum on which to glue the final veneer. While 

the concept is sound, if there is a poorly glued layer in the 
veneer stack, the glue hierarchy is compromised similar to 
a “weakest link” scenario. This defect affects everything 
above it including the finish. If the veneer or sub-veneer is 
moving then the finish is likely to crack.

Whether it was out of frustration or a fit of lunacy, we 
had to make the effort to take a look inside one of these 
tables for further clues. Enter the band saw. We bought a 
used one just to try this. The exploratory surgery was reveal-
ing. The frame was solid walnut (similar to earlier tables) 
but the interior was mostly hollow, with thin plywood string-
ing trying to support the space between the front and the 
back of the table. The front and back themselves were thin 
plywood, designed somewhat like a soundboard that moves 
and vibrates. Not the most stable substrate to which to apply 
the finish layer.

As you can see from the opened-up table, the interior of 
the tables was effectively hollow with 8 interior chambers. 
This type of “semi-hollow” construction for picnic tables 
started at Rolls-Royce with the introduction of the Silver 
Spur. Prior to this, the tables of the Silver Clouds and early 
Silver Shadows were flat across the face from left to right. 
Their construction consisted of a plywood core framed in 
solid walnut lumber with a sub-veneer of straight grain wal-
nut to which the burl and crossband were glued. 

Cloud and Shadow seat backs were nearly flat across the 
back and so a flat picnic table fit that application. Styles 
change and by the time of the Silver Spur the front seats had  
a more contoured back. Therefore, for the picnic tables 
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The razor blades and pencil show some of the areas that had 
poor adhesion between the sub-veneer and plywood.
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Inside of a Spur picnic table with 8 chambers 
and inserted handhold.
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to follow the curvature of the 
seat back they had to be hollow 
—but the table surface also 
needs to be flat to balance your 
glass of Dom. To achieve this, 
the table is thicker in the mid-
dle and thinner on the sides. 

Stability is absolutely criti-
cal to the longevity of modern 
catalyzed finishes. There are 
many factors that can affect 
these high-build topcoats but 
a stable base is essential. To 
minimize the movement in 
these tables and to improve the 
stability of the faces we devel-
oped a core treatment pro-
gram that involves a number 
of proprietary steps and mate-
rials to achieve these goals.  
The treatment anchors the various components of the inte-
rior into a single stable element.

Going a little further, injecting high density foam into 
the tables has the benefit of tying the skins together and 
having them work effectively as a tension member on the 
bottom side and a compression member on the top surface 
of the panel. The foam core will support the compression 
skin and keep it in plane and therefore add to the total stiff-
ness of the table. The foam core also helps distribute the 
load more uniformly throughout the table, rather than rely-
ing on just the narrow partitions and frame to distribute the 
load and keep the faces in column.

The core stabilization treatment addresses the stability 
problems of the tables from the inside but the veneer faces 
still have the cracks and puckers to remedy. 

For a time our solution to the veneer side of the tables 
was to treat each crack in the veneer that we could see with 
glue and clamps, then finish as usual. This seemed to be 
effective. But what of the problems one can’t see at the time 
of repair? And, can you get glue into a puckered seam and 
under the veneer where it is needed? 

Our solutions to problems continue to evolve until we 
are completely satisfied with all phases of an issue. After 
working with many industrial adhesives, we started using a 
special version for wood reinforcement. The part is heated 
to an optimum temperature, the adhesive is applied, and 
the part is placed under vacuum pressure for the duration.

First, this process saturates the pores of the veneer, 
not with a finishing primer but with a premium industrial 
adhesive and, secondly, renews the all important bond of 
the veneer to the substrate. It’s impossible to determine all 
of the minute areas where the veneer has weak or no adhe-
sion to the substrate, so the beauty of this process is that it 
addresses the entire face of the tables (or other parts) under 
vacuum pressure.

Combined, these two procedures demonstrably improve 
the technical stability of the tables and help to improve the 
basic construction of the tables producing a more stable 
part for the final finish.
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The end result. Silver Spur picnic tables rebuilt with new veneer and finish.



 Building a Better Foundation PhiliP C. Brooks

The Foundation has been very active on several 
fronts this spring. For a start, members of the Friends 
group have been busy arranging, sorting, cataloging, and 
photographing the large donation of parts from David 
Morrison. Having the donated factory records moved to 
secure offsite storage freed up a great deal of floor space, 
making the Friends’ work on these parts much easier. We will 
be offering the parts for sale once everything is organized.

The Foundation building suffered from a lack of working 
heating and air conditioning in the museum and parts areas, 
and that lack was particularly felt during the winter. We 
have now been able to get the HVAC systems repaired and a 
new furnace installed, and the area is once again a civilized 
place in which to work!  

We have been able to purchase and install new signage 
for the cars on exhibit in the museum area, thanks to a grant 
from the Cumberland Valley Visitors Bureau. Our own 
Charlotte Infantino was the real sparkplug in getting the new 
signage, and her work has definitely made the exhibits more 
professional and more attractive. We are also continuing to 
examine ways in which to tell the Rolls-Royce and Bentley 
history more effectively, and Ron Deguffroy continues to 
spearhead this effort. We hope to begin construction soon of 
the gallery space to exhibit the Melbourne Brindle “Twenty 
Silver Ghost” paintings that were so generously donated by 
Pres Blake.

We continue to work with the students at Pennsylvania 
College of Technology, who are doing the body restoration 
on the 20/25 Freestone and Webb sports saloon, GSF54, 
donated by the Kirks many years ago. Students from Penn 
Tech attended our seminar on general maintenance that we 
held on April 28.  It’s good to have them closely involved 
with our work as part of our overall educational efforts.

We held a “General Maintenance and Safety Inspection” 
seminar on April 28, conducted by Ralph and Simon Curzon. 
The seminar, which had about 40 people and 19 cars, 
concentrated on postwar cars from 1946 through the late 
1990s. Cars showing up included Theodore Steward’s Graber 

Mark VI convertible B189HP, Robert Evans’ James Young 
Mark VI coupe B334EY, a very representative collection of 
Clouds, Shadows, Spurs, and their Bentley counterparts, 
and at least one GT. One of the cars used to demonstrate 
how things should be was Doug Seibert’s near-legendary 
Silver Cloud I saloon LSJF48, which now has over 400,000 
miles to its credit. The Curzons did their usual fantastic 
job, and RRF Board member Ron Deguffroy was able  
to record and upload onto YouTube some of Ralph’s 
presentation. You can see it at https://youtube.com/watch?v 
=JQQqPZNDeP4.

We will hold another seminar on June 2 at the Foundation 
on “Engine Disassembly and Diagnosis,” using GWN76, 
the Woolley-bodied 25/30 coupe in our collection. This 
car was donated to the Foundation’s permanent collection 
several years ago in mostly-restored condition. We need to 
check over the engine, which seems very tight and has a 
tendency to overheat. Tim Jayne and I will be disassembling 
the engine, which is now out of the car, and diagnosing its 
internal issues. Penn Tech students will be attending the 
seminar, also.  

We will deaccession a few cars, along with a lot of parts, 
in the near future. It’s important to realize that we have 
to retain donations for three years from the date they are 
given before we can deaccession them. More importantly, 
we are bound by museum ethics, which dictate that sales 
of collections and the funds received have to be used only 
for direct care of the collections or to acquire new items 
for the collections. If we were to use sales revenue for any 
other purpose, we could lose our professional status. And 
most importantly, we must deaccession only through public 
sale. It cannot be done by private sales or by offering only 
to a specific group—such would be unethical and in some 
situations probably illegal. When we do offer items for sale, 
we will have to do so through a professional auction, a public 
sale at a large national meet, or best of all through Bring-
a-Trailer. If you want to buy one of our donated Shadows, 
for instance, you had best be watching Bring-a-Trailer. 

Please do not contact us 
directly about a private 
sale, because we cannot 
do that.

Please remember that  
the Foundation continues 
to benefit from donations 
of cars, records, and 
money, as well as from 
purchases made through 
Amazon Smile. We now 
have a PayPal account, 
as well. As you know, 
donations are the pri-
mary way by which the 
Foundation’s mission and 
programs are supported, 
so please consider us 
in your tax and estate 
planning.  We really ap-
preciate it!Ralph Curzon demonstrates with Doug Seibert’s LSJF48, while B267DZ awaits on the lift.
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last time I replaced an exhaust system (on my S2) I was pre-
pared for war. Much to my delight, however, the old locally 
fabricated exhaust system pretty much fell out on its own 
accord, revealing all of the original mounting brackets. In-

stalling the new system, sourced from Borla East in Lebanon, 
NJ, was a matter of bolting it together, piece by piece, start-
ing in the front and working to the back. 
The Borla exhaust bolts together as the 
original does, with zero welding. The di-
mensional accuracy of the S2 kit was re-
markable. I had to add one shim to lower 
the last hanger by 3/8 so that the exhaust 
tip would not vibrate against the bottom 
of the rear bumper, but other than that, it 
went in without anything other than fac-
tory correct rubber hangers.  

So I thought it would be a similar 
walk in the park to install the dual sys-
tem as originally specified on my R 
Type. It became a bit more involved, 
primarily due to missing brackets and 
poor documentation from the fac-
tory. There are a few minor variations 
of the system depending on whether 
your vehicle is an automatic or man-
ual transmission and equipped with 
dual (or rarely) single exhaust. There 
are detail differences for Continentals 
and the earlier Mk VI. My B376TN is 
a dual exhaust, manual transmission 
model. She is a strong runner, but not a 
vision of perfection when viewed from 
underneath.

It may be possible to perform this 
work without a lift but it would be 
miserable. No matter your approach, 
it does help for the rear wheels to 
be completely unladen so that the 
exhaust can be routed over the top of 
the axle with maximum clearance. To 
the extent that the old exhaust system 
is somewhat faithful to the original, 
take photos of the installation before 
starting the removal process. It is not 
readily apparent how to route the new 
exhaust system by staring at the layout 
of the new pieces 1.

There are not many adjacent com-
ponents that need to be detached to 

gain sufficient working room. The undersheet immediately 
beneath the downpipes has to be removed completely. In 
order to gain reasonable access to the 5/16 BSF bolts and 
nuts at the joint between the front exhaust manifold and 
its downpipe, disconnect the road draught tube at the top 
and lean it out of the way. It is also helpful to pull out the 
dipstick. Removing the front exhaust manifold with the cyl-
inder head and the downpipe as a unit is also an option, 
especially if the bolts that hold the downpipe to the mani-
fold are stubborn. 

You will need to detach both rear shock dampers by 
disconnecting the ride control oil line 2 and removing the 
pair of ½ BSF mounting bolts for each damper. Allow each 
damper to rotate out of the way and hang from its arm 3. Be 
careful that the rebound damper bracket, also held in place 
by the mounting bolts, does not fall on your foot.

TECHNICAL FEATURE

Bentley R Type  
Dual Exhaust

Jon Waples (MI)

1 New stainless steel exhaust system unpacked.

2 Disconnect oil line on each rear shock damper.
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Taking care not to cause collateral 
damage, have at the old exhaust sys-
tem with a reciprocating saw or cutting 
wheel 4. Once the old system is out, 
saturate the hanger brackets with pen-
etrating oil so that the old rubber hang-
ers can be removed and discarded. 
Make sure that all of your hanger 
brackets are viable. In my case, all but 
one were intact. More on that later.

The dual exhaust system consists of 
eight pieces: two downpipes, two front 
silencers, two rear silencers, two tail-
pipes. Each tailpipe has a bracket at 
the front and back. The front bracket 
mates to a hanger in front of the fuel 
tank high above the axle. The rear 
bracket lines up to a hanger near the 
rear of the frame rail.

3 Extremely filthy shock damper 
detached and rotated out of the way.

4
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The rear silencers each 
have a bracket near the 
front that share a common 
stamping and use one rub-
ber hanger attached to a 
common point on the body 
located to the left of the 
drive shaft “rag joint” on 
the frame. This is not made 
100% clear in the literature 
but I have compared three 
different 1953/4 R Types 
to confirm 5. On B110YD, 
Dan Docherty’s 1954 R 
Type, the rear of the down 
pipes are attached to a com-
mon stamping using one 
rubber hanger. The clip arrangement on the right-hand 
downpipe appears to be correct. The factory literature 
seems to use two pairs of RE13366 clips to attach the pipes 
to the  stamping 6.

There is a figure eight clip RE133 located near the trans-
mission that clamps to the downpipes holding them in a 

side-by-side orientation. 7 
I purchased an NOS clip 
from Replacement Parts 
Inc. They are getting a 
bit hard to source; Bent-
ley Zionsville did not have 
one available. 

The left rear tail pipe 
bracket was missing from 
my vehicle. I created a 
replacement based on a 
mirror image of the right 
side rear tail pipe bracket 
from a 2 length of low 
carbon 1/8 thick 2 x 1½ 90 
degree angle steel. 8

Each new hanger is 
built up from a variety of purchased parts: a rubber piece 
RE11466 with a 5/16 hole at each end, two E50062 distance 
pieces, and four square EW1332 mounting plates 9, 10.  

You are not required to use period correct square bolts 
with a British Standard Fine thread form. Modern 5/16-24 
UNF and ¼-28 UNF hardware will work fine. You may recall 

5 Double hanger arrangement for the rear silencers on B110YD. 6 Rear downpipe hanger arrangement on B110YD.

7 Figure eight clip on downpipes with UNF hardware.

8 New left rear tailpipe bracket. 9 Components of hanger.
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from a previous article that I reproduced all of 
the fasteners on the lathe from bar stock in stain-
less steel. One of my motivations for doing so was 
to match the galvanic potential of the stainless 
exhaust with equivalent stainless steel hardware. 
The other is that much of the square-headed 
hardware is no longer produced in any material 
although Bentley Zionsville does have a reason-
ably large cache of them in carbon steel in vari-
ous lengths. Whether purchasing or buying your 
own fasteners, do not purchase or make the part 
numbers in the Schedule of Spare Parts to the 
original length. Without fail, most of the joints 
required fasteners approximately 3/8 longer than 
originally specified. Finally,  britishfasteners.com 

offers half and full nuts in 
¼ and 5/16 BSF in stainless. 
In the end, I made all of 
my bolts and purchased 
the nuts.

Installing the new sys-
tem is not hard work but 
it is awkward. A helper 
is highly recommended. 
(Thank you, Ryan Mal-
colm.) Start with the front 
and work your way back 
piece by piece 11. Tighten 
the bolts only enough to 
hold it together. Once the 
system is loosely in place, 
reinstall the shock damp-
ers (and rebound damper 
brackets). Torque tighten 
the damper. Return to the 
front of the vehicle and 
torque tighten the system 
starting with the mani-
fold to downpipe flanges 
and work your way back 
through all the flanges 
and hangers. Although my 
Bentley S2 went together 
without issue, I had con-
vinced myself this time 
was going to be much 
worse. But once again, by 
the time I made it to the 
back of the vehicle with 
everything tight, every-
thing fell into place 12.

10 Hanger for rear of right side tailpipe installed on frame bracket.

11 New system nearly complete on lift.
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Once you are satisfied 
the system is leak free and 
functions with adequate 
clearance at hot and cold 
temperatures, you will need 
to bleed the ride control 
system. As per the service 
manual, elevate the vehicle 
so that the wheels are not 
touching the ground. Start it 
and run it in top gear at idle, 
so that the ride control pump 
pressurizes. There is an air 
bleed on each rear shock 
damper end cover. Crack 
each open in turn until a 
steady stream of fluid issues 
without the presence of air. 
Remember to be very care-
ful—you are standing under 
a running car with many 
rotating and hot parts! With 
the car turned off and back 
on the ground, top up the 
ride control pump reservoir. 

Thanks to Doug Wolford 
and Mark Kretz for sharing 
photos of the exhaust system 
for 1953 R Type B15UL.

12 Nice tight tailpipe 
clearance to the dirty bumper.

1953 Bentley R Type B376TN 
on lift.
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You can make just about any threaded part on a lathe; my old 
Logan 820 is no exception. It can be set up for just about any 
thread pitch between 4 and 224 threads per inch. The actual 
cutting tool is another matter. Metric and American threads 

are easy, you can buy cutting inserts that are made with the 
60 degree included angle specified to form these threads. 
Thread forms used mostly on Rolls-Royce and Bentley made 
prior to 1955, however, do not use that 60 degree included 

angle. For British Association threads, 
the included angle is 47.5 degrees, for 
British Standard Fine (and Whitworth) 
the included angle is 55 degrees.

The most pragmatic approach for 
a proper cutting tool for these thread 
forms is to make the tool on a grinding 
wheel from a high speed steel (HSS) 
tool bit using a precision cutting gauge 
as a guide. There are additional relief 
angles that need to be cut into the tool 
so that it operates efficiently. “How to 
Run a Lathe” published by South Bend 
Lathe, Inc. is available in the public 
domain on the internet and offers spe-
cifics on how to do just that.

Screw Cutting Gauge Top View

60°

Fit to Thread     
 Tool Gauge

Side View End View

1954 Bentley R Type B110YD on lift.
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CARS FOR SALE

SPRINGFIELD SIL-
VER GHOST (S142 
ML) 1925 RRCCW Ox-
ford 7 passenger tourer. 
2nd National Con- 
cours prize at Williams-
burg RROC National 
Meet; maintained in 
concours condition. 
$299,500 Competition 

 Motors Ltd Donald Koleman or email: bugatti@competion 
motorsltd.com 

20/25 (GTK37) 1936 
Park Ward special 
sports saloon. Swept 
tail, body #13020M/
Park Ward #4177; new 
paint and body work, 
engine restored, radia-
tor excellent w/ func-
tional louvers, chrome 
excellent or replated, 
all new wiring, electricals rebuilt; regulator, fuse box, generator; 
starter, wiper motor, trafficators, etc.; water and oil pumps rebuilt, 
new clutch and brakes, wire wheels by Dayton; interior wood either 
restored or in excellent condition, new soft exterior roof and headliner; 
all new Connolly leather and Wilton carpets (see front cover FL96-1). 
$65,000 obo. Tom Foster MT 406-452-9816 or email: stfoster@
bresnan.net 

PHANTOM III (3BT 
73) 1937 Barker sport 
saloon. Sunroof, picnic 
tables, very tight, solid, 
straight body and 
chassis; great touring 
car; at age 82 need to 
reduce the collection; 
call or email for more 
photos and details; 

only 29,400 mi. $75,000. Wally Donoghue MI 734-358-5311 or 
email: wally@plaidpants.net 

SILVER WRAITH (W  
AB20) 1947 H. J. Mul-
liner sedanca de ville. 
If you are looking for 
the best, this is it. Ten 
year, $300K restora-
tion by RX Motor-
works, Vancouver, BC 
Canada; climate con-
trolled storage since 
then; First in class at RROC Annual Meet judging; I love the car, but 
health issues curtail my use; last major trip 2012 RROC Nova Scotia 
Tour; for many photos and detailed information posted by the gentle-
man who restored WAB20 visit this website: goo.gl/yNVT4H $100,000 
Andrew Peck Woodstock NY text: 845-399-5676 or email: teran 
realty@gmail.com 

SILVER DAWN (SVJ129) 
1955 saloon. RHD; Two-tone 
tan, w/ brilliant blue interior; 
automatic transmission; only 
761 Silver Dawns were ever 
produced; service records on 
file; tools and handbook in-
cluded; owned by Robert 
Kuhns for 26 yrs.; excellent 
chrome, glass and wood; new 
battery, tires, spring gaiters 

and body mounts; runs and stops great. $35,000 Jim Metheney OH 
614-261-1541 or 614-361-0704 

PHANTOM V (5VB51) 1963  
Mulliner, Park Ward limousine. 
Light Grey over Tudor Grey; 
leather to front, cloth to rear; 
owner’s handbook; “New” Mi-
chelin Tires; AC-R134, “New” 
Windtone horns; glass division; 
original cocktail cabinet, Duch-
ess straps, flexible reading 
lights, roof-mounted newspaper 
storage; extensive documented 
history, including new engine fitted by Rolls-Royce Crewe (1976); 
original English registration plates; Florida title. $118,000 Brian 
Burgess FL 239-481-3892 

PHANTOM V (5LVE 
19) 1965 Mulliner, 
Park Ward limousine. 
LHD; one of only 6 
chassis built; ordered 
new for use in Ger-
many by German De-
partment Store mogul, 
Helmut Horten, De-

cember 28, 1965, including leather front seats, cloth rear seats, and 
rare German labeled dashboard; car has received a recent repaint in 
its original black; interior is in remarkable original condition and 
interior wood trim is in pristine condition; car drives the way a Rolls-
Royce should; it is both powerful w/ a smooth suspension and ride; 
car comes with its tools, jack, spare tire and service books. $130,000 
Cooper Classics Collection NY, NY 212-929-3909 or email: sale@
cooperclassiccars.com 

TO SUBMIT AN AD:

Rates:  For Non-Members AND/OR Commercial classified ads are $1/
word PLUS $50 per photo sent electronically to HQ, b/w or 
color. Members pay $25 per electronically submitted b/w or color 
digital photo; text (up to 100 words) is free. There is an additional 
$25 scanning charge for each photo print submitted by mail by 
Members, Non-Members, and Commercial.

Deadlines:
11/1 1/2 3/1 5/1 7/1 9/1 

Email to:
edilger@rroc.org

Fax to:
RROC Headquarters at  

717-697-7820

or mail to:
Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club,

191 Hempt Road,
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050

RROC 

SOLD
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SILVER SHADOW (S
RH25134) 1976 saloon. 
RHD; new paint (Silver 
Sand), fuel pump/filter, 
windshield, tires and 
exhaust; rebuilt brake 
accumulators, high 
pressure pumps, height 
control valves and bleed 
system; a/c recharged 
and serviced, complete 
cooling system flushed; four volumes of workshop manuals, custom 
car cover, wool overlay carpets w/ rear foot rests; one owner since 
1986; excellent condition; 65,000 miles. $15,000 obo. Tom Foster 
MT 406-452-9816 or email: stfoster@bresnan.net 

SILVER SHADOW II (SRK37130) 1979 saloon. Silver over blue 
w/ dark blue interior; like new inside and out; 2nd owner for 26 yrs.; 
maintained by same certified mechanic since new; possible the best 
series II in the country. $25,000 Larry Johnson WA 425-277-7863 

SILVER SHADOW II 
(SRL41576) 1980 sa-
loon. LHD; Black/
black, very clean origi-
nal car in good overall 
condition; 58,000 mi. 
$19,500. Steve Bate-
man Maple Plain, MN 

612-747-6738 or email: sjbate@frontier.com 

CORNICHE (DAC-05
029) 1982 Mulliner, Park 
Ward drophead coupé. 
Unique and beautiful 
Mulliner, Park Ward Red 
(Chinese Red); cham-
pagne hides piped to 
match paintwork, beige 
convertible top; just re-
painted in original color 
by Automotive International of Charlotte; exceptional condition; one 
of the most distinctive Corniches extant; 9,518 miles from new. 
$69,500. Car is in the area of Charleston SC. Offered by Carole Wayne 
King; serious inquiries only. Contact Carole Wayne King agent 
Robert Morey at britishsportscarconsulting@gmail.com 

CORNICHE II (DAK-24773) 1989 Mulliner, Park Ward drophead 
coupé. White exterior, tan hides w/matching white piping, tan soft top; 
3rd Place Concours Winner 2017 RROC National Meet; V8, a/c, power 
top, lamb’s wool floor overlays; previous Florida owner (1994–2007) 
relayed it was boxing promoter Don King’s Corniche; major improve-
ments in a/c and brake system in 1987.5 and newer Corniche make 
1989 (last year of the Corniche II), one of the most sought after; only 
253 Corniche II made in 1989; very good condition in/out; runs well; 
service records; 80,300 mi. $46,900 Mike Ziegler PA 610-504-5370 
cell or email: mikez@zieglersrv.com 

SILVER SPUR (NAH-16820) 1987 saloon. Magnolia tan inside and 
out w/ brown leather roof; completely original and un-restored; cos-
metically nearly perfect; Lambswool carpet and large mat extra in 
trunk; only known defects are driver’s seat adjustment motor, 2 tear 
in rear of roof, and a/c may need charging; 3rd owner, clear title, but 
need to pay debts; custom photos by email upon request; 35,000 
mi.; NADA avg. retail ranges $27,200-$38,900 for this car. Asking 
$22,800 obo. Gary Shaw Virginia Beach, VA 757-479-2632 or email 
ironsworth@juno.com 

SILVER SPUR (NAJ-
24091) 1988 lwb sa-
loon. Silver w/ black 
vinyl roof; black 
leather interior w/ red 
piping; passenger pic-
nic tables, movable 
footrests, matching 
fleece throw, hand 
built in Crewe, Eng-
land; always garaged 

and Rolls-Royce serviced; never driven in the rain; all original tools; 
excellent condition throughout; 61,300 mi. $24,500. Robert Smith 
Panama City Beach, FL email: thesmiths256@gmail.com 

SILVER SPUR II  
(NAM-36040) 1991 
lwb saloon. Tudor Red 
w/ Parchment interior 
piped in red; wood-
work, leather, carpets 
etc. all in pristine con-
dition; sold new by me 
to a prominent brain 
surgeon and maintained w/ surgical precision; an outstanding one 
owner vehicle, the doctor having just moved up to a Goodwood prod-
uct; with only 72,500 miles, it is sure to trophy at any club concours; 
many pictures available upon request; would consider a pre-1940 
Rolls-Royce or Bentley in trade with value based on model and con-
dition; priced fairly given its condition at $27,500 Vernon Smith IL 
847-295-0966 or email: helvern@comcast.net 
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SILVER SPUR III 
(NAR-54805) 1994 
lwb saloon. Magnolia 
exterior w/ cream 
Everflex roof; sand-
stone interior leather 
w/ brown piping; dark 
brown top roll and 
rear parcel shelf; dark 
brown carpets and 
sheepskin overlays; 

8-way power heated front seats w/ power lumbar support and mem-
ory; power reclining rear seats; rare bird’s eye maple woodwork in-
cluding picnic trays and wood door panels; sandstone leather headliner; 
6.75 rolls V-8 engine; all maintenance papers since 1999; in excellent 
condition; only 55,800 orig. mi. Asking $34,900. Contact Clyde Pfeil 
Hill, FL 352 688 9324 or email: cwpfeil@earthlink.net 

SILVER SERAPH (LAX-01639) 1999 saloon. Black w/ tan interior; 
3 year maintenance done; excellent condition; 58,000 mi. $35,000 
Franklin Eichacker CT 860-633-4468 

SILVER SERAPH (LAX-02586) 1999 saloon. White exterior, tan 
leather, V12, tilt steering, a/c, remote key-less entry, power memory 
heated seats, power rear seats, am/fm/cd changer, phone, tinted glass, 
flip-down picnic tables, floor overlay; manufacture’s option: hide-away 
Flying lady hood ornament; only 542 LHD Silver Seraphs made for 
model year 1999 (per Modern Lady magazine page 2685); 3rd owner 
since 2008, non-smoker, tool kit in trunk, ECU upgrade, service 
records; excellent condition; 391 points out of 400 at 2016 RROC 
National Meet in Concours class; 47,800 mi. $43,900 Mike Ziegler 
PA 610-504-5370 cell or email: mikez@zieglersrv.com 

BENTLEY R TYPE  
(B407SP) 1952 saloon. 
RHD; beautiful com-
bination of silver and 
black; sunroof; stan-
dard 4 speed trans-
mission; completely 
restored, mechanically 
perfect; stainless steel 
exhaust, clean engine 
and chassis, new gaiters, new tires, new leather; new state of the art 
a/c at a cost of $8,000; RROC National 1st place in touring class; a 
fine example of a beautiful car that needs nothing; show it or tour it; 
very reliable; 93,000 total mi. $52,000 Jack Scheve FL 954-235-2920 
or email: jackscheve@bellsouth.net 

BENTLEY AZURE (KBX-
61824) 1999 drophead 
coupé. Magnolia inside and 
out w/ saddle tan convertible 
top; well optioned; excellent 
condition; no dings or 
scratches; garage kept; al-
ways serviced by local Bent-
ley dealer; first-place winner 
in 2014 RROC Southeast 
Region meet; low mileage: 

45,500 mi. $59,500 obo Willard Bailey NC 336-584-7726, cell 336-
263-0636 or email: keeprolite@yahoo.com 

 

1985 ROLLS-ROYCE Corniche 
White with Tan Interior, Show 
Stopper Price: $48,000 (#287)

1963 ROLLS-ROYCE SCIII 
Convertible Conversion 
Blk/Gold, restored, 1st class 
Price: $225,000 (#291)

1951 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver 
Wraith, White with Tan Interior, 
Manual, 6cyl, Special Design, 
RHD Price: $85,000 (#244)

1956 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver 
Wraith, Burgundy, Auto, 6cyl, 
New Leather Interior & Wood 
Work, Price: $135,000 (#243)

1961 ROLLS-ROYCE SCII 
Conversion White with Red 
Top, Red Interior, restored, 1st 
class Price: $225,000 (#292)

1957 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver 
Cloud, White with Gray Interior, 
Automatic, 6cyl LHD used for 
weddings Price: $60,000 (#242)

1960 ROLLS-ROYCE Phantom V, 
Blue with Tan Interior, Auto, 
8cyl, Boca Concourse “Best in 
Class” 61,634 Miles LHD Price: 
$225,000 (#178)

1963 ROLLS-ROYCE LWB SCIII, 
RHD Black with Tan Interior, 
Automatic, 8cyl, Restored, 
Show Winner, Good Running 
Classic Price: $80,000 (#184)

BUY SELL TRADE RESTORE STORAGE

European Autobody, Inc

Sales Service Restoration
Located in Boca Raton, Florida

www.EuropeanAutobodyInc.com

Main Office: 561-498-5600

Fax: 561-860-9440

By Appointment Only

Steve Saffer: 561-436-3131

Tommy: 561-703-8260

europeanautobodyinc@yahoo.com
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CARS WANTED

Wanted: Pre and Post War Rolls-Royce and Bentley Motor Cars. 
Prefer Good, Original or Restored Cars but will consider any. Please 
contact Mark Hyman 314-524-6000 or email: mark@hymanltd.com 

Right Hand Drive cars bought 1930 to 1960 which were previously 
registered in the UK. Rolls-Royce, Bentley or similar for repatriation 
to England. Brian Chesters UK email: g4nxw@hotmail.co.uk 

Wanted Rolls-Royce and Bentley—Silver Ghost, 20-25, 25-30, Wraith, 
Silver Wraith, Phantom I, II, III, IV, V and VI, Cloud I, II, III and 
any Rolls-Royce and Bentley from 1900 to 2003 in any condition. 
Top Price Paid. Please call Peter Kumar NY 800-452-9910 or email:  
PeterKumar@GullwingMotorCars.com

Pre- and postwar Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars wanted in any condi-
tion or price. Will travel anywhere. Glyn Morris Tel. 847-945-9603 
or email: glyn@belmontgroup.net

WANTED: Rolls-Royce and Bentley in any condition! Dead or 
Alive from Rust Bucket to Perfect! Everything considered! Top 
dollar paid! Please call Alex Manos CA 877-912-0007 or email:  
continental5000@gmail.com

PARTS FOR SALE
Donald Koleman, President of Competition Motors Ltd., as successor 
to the late John de Campi, invites you to visit our website www.compe 
titionmotorsltd.com and view one of the largest inventories of 
pre-war Rolls-Royce and Bentley tools available. Parts are also 
available upon request. You may email your needs to rrparts@ 
competitionmotorsltd.com or contact Tom at 603-431-0035 

The Vintage Garage has been the name in engine rebuilding, me-
chanical restorations and service for decades. Now at our new 
 facility in Vermont and ready to assist you with your Rolls-Royce 
or Bentley project. Contact Bill Cooke and Pierce Reid for resto-
ration, parts and rapid turnaround component rebuilding at The 
Vintage  Garage 802-253-9256 or rpreid@pshift.com, www.vintage 
garagevt.com 

Rolls-Royce and Bentley PARTS: – Highest quality of parts;  reconditioned, 
used, or new – guaranteed bargain prices. We are Rolls-Royce and Bent-
ley SPECIALISTS for over 35 years; a full service facility – from minor 
service to major overhauls; complete body work, paint, restoration, wood 
refinishing and trim work. Prestigious Euro Cars Please call Bob at 
954-779-1000 for any questions that you may have for your needs, or 
email: prestijious@aol.com; visit our web site at www.prestigiouseurocars.
com 1420 N.W. 23 Ave., Fort Lauderdale FL 33311 

www.RBspares.com are suppliers of parts and accessories for all 
Rolls-Royce and Bentley motor cars, modern or vintage. Visit our 
NEW user friendly website to see our full catalogue and special 
 offers. We also specialize in complete tool kits. BUY DIRECT FROM 
ENGLAND! 0044 (0)7968 849541 or email: worspares@yahoo.co.uk; 
david@rollsbentleyspares.co.uk Formally Rolls Bentley Spares Ltd. 

SHEEPSKIN RUG OVERLAYS custom made by Easirider in Eng-
land for all models RR/B and other vehicles. Comprehensive color 
selection, best quality in the world. Contact American distributor 
Phil Brooks, Kexby Limited Company 102 Carnoustie, Williams-
burg, VA 23188. Phone 757-258-8550, mobile 703-975-6511, or email: 
kexbyphil@gmail.com

Six Denham 700-20 WHITE WALL TYRES in good usable condi-
tion. One unused while the rest have plenty of tread remaining. For 
sale because I changed my Phantom II to blackwalls. $300 the set, 
you pay shipping. Hans Deamer RI, 401 855 5566 or email: hans 
cars8L@gmail.com

LITERATURE FOR SALE
ROLLS-ROYCE/BENTLEY, large selection original sales litera-
ture, handbooks, manuals, parts books, press kits, books, etc.; 1930s 
– 2000s; most postwar models, many prewar. Call or email with 
needs. Jeff Trepel NC 704-866-4636/704-519-9406 or email: jtrepel1 
@gmail.com

SERVICES OFFERED
BRAKES sleeved and re-
built: masters, wheels, 
clutch. Rebuild calipers, 
servos, AC throttle/ride 
control/actuator valves. 
Shoes relined. Restore 
backing plates with cylin-
ders and shoes. LIFE-
TIME WARRANTY. 
White Post Restorations 

540-837-1140, www.whitepost.com 

ROLL-ROYCE / BENTLEY and all Exotics. Factory trained specialist 
for all your motor car needs. Leather, wood, tops, carpets, paint and 
full service mechanical facility etc. including pre-purchase Inspec-
tions. Gold Coast Auto Interiors, Inc., Philip E. Howland 621 
NW 2nd Ave. Ft. Lauderdale FL, 33311 954-467-1500 954-548-1767 

Sam Smyth Imported Car Service Inc. Rolls-Royce and Bent-
ley Specialist. Established in Ireland 1934 www.smythimports.com  
513-616-6846 24 hr cell  

REPLACEMENT PARTS, INC - RROC 2018 DIRECTORY AD
QUARTER PAGE, FULL COLOR

PROOF 1   12.08.17

We are one of the largest independent, online suppliers
of rubber seals, new old stock, used, OEM, tune-up
and overhauled parts for Rolls-Royce and Bentleys,

featuring one of the largest supplies of rubber seals and
weather-stripping in the world. We ship worldwide daily.

“Supplier of Rolls Royce & Bentley
Motor Car parts since 1979”

Our Online Store Offers...
• Weather stripping
• Rubber trim
• Glass seals
• Tune-up parts
• Brake parts
• Restoration supplies
• Accessories

• Service parts
• Tools
• Handbooks
• Used parts
• Rebuilt parts
• New old stock
• Special ordering

117 W. Wilson Street • PO Box 152 (Mail Only)
Villa Rica, GA 30180 • 770-459-0040

www.replacementpartsinc.com
or email us at info@replacementpartsinc.com
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Lever-type shock ab-
sorbers rebuilt, Rolls/ 
Bentley 1967 and 
earlier. $385 each 
(most). Brakes re-
sleeved and rebuilt, 
masters $265 each, 

wheel cylinders $95–$145 each. Just sleeving $50–$115 each. Apple 
Hydraulics 1610 Middle Road,  Calverton, NY 11933 631-369-9515, 
1-800-882-7753, www. applehydraulics.com

SWITCHES LIKE NEW. Over 1,000 restored.  
Dash switches re-faced to showroom perfection. 
Repaired, restored, and re-engraved by hand. Mas-
ter switches, carb, fog, wipers, steering boss, quad-
rants, etc. Pre-1976. Locks disassembled, repaired, 
and re-plated. Chrome, nickel, and cad plating ser-
vice. Sill plate restoration and reproductions.  
NS Refinishing 3186 Irishtown Road, Gordonville, PA 17529  
717-768-0751 or email: stanscantlin@gmail.com 

British Tool Works 
offers a large line of 
Rolls-Royce tools in-
cluding brake pump 
sockets, carburetor 
balancing kits, pullers, 
ball joint sockets and 
crank hub sockets. We 

also manufacture spring compressors, liner pullers, hydraulic ram 
wrenches and much more. See us at www.BritishToolWorks.com or 
call Kelly at 801-897-1324 Kelly@BritishToolWorks.com 

MISC FOR SALE
Professional leather restoration/maintenance products, “Simply the 
Best since 1968” rejuvenator oil, prestine clean, crack filler, custom 
color Connolly dyes LEATHERIQUE WWW.LEATHERIQUE.
COM 877-395-3366

Four Yokohama S-Drive TIRES for Bentley Continental, 275/35R20. 
Used less than 1,000 miles, they were on the car when I bought it last 
year. Plus, 5th bonus tire with plug from puncture. $200 for all. Bob 
Elton MI 734 663-1032 or email: eltonmary@provide.net 

Large bronze sculpture of SPIRIT OF ECSTASY signed by Charles 
Sykes. Research shows these were commissioned by Rolls-Royce for 
dealer showrooms. Pristine condition, dimensions are 26 high approx. 
14.5 spread around wing span and 13 diameter around marble base. 
Perfect for RR Club or serious collector. $7,000 plus shipping. Tracy 
Ridenour for Lorraine Schultz NY 518-524-2114 or email: TALFA3@
gmail.com

AT YOUR SERVICE to find that special motorcar you seek—to find 
a new home for your motorcar. Prewar and coachbuilt postwar as-
signments carried out directly and confidentially—no ads, no internet, 
no mailings, just results. For these and other automotive consulting 
assignments contact: Rubén Verdés FL 305-505-3062 or email: rv@
rrbcars.com

AT YOUR SERVICE to showcase your car in its own history book. 
Projects range from the historical research of a car and its owners 
(Rolls-Royce, Bentley, or other marque) to and inclusive of a photo-
graphic chronology of its restoration. For these and other automotive 
consulting assignments contact: Rubén Verdés FL 305-505-3062 or 
email: rv@rrbcars.com

Email: classic5@windstream.net
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Bet the “Man With a Van” wishes he were the man with the Bentley! Spotted in NYC by the always keen-eyed Bill Wolf.



www.Rau-Autowood.com wcrau@rau-autowood.com
310-445-1128

www.Rau-Autowood.com
los angeles

continues to create the finest custom steering wheels

William Rau

Celebrating 25 years
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International Auctioneers and Appraisers – bonhams.com/quail

© 2018 Bonhams & Butterfi elds Auctioneers Corp.  All rights reserved. Bond No. 57BSBGL0808

FRIDAY AUGUST 24
Carmel, California

+1 (415) 391 4000, West Coast
+1 (212) 461 6514, East Coast 
motors.us@bonhams.com

In same ownership for 55 years
Delivered new to noblemen A.J.Player
Highly original, matching numbers example
1931 BENTLEY 8-LITRE SILENT BLOC SALOON
Coachwork by Vanden Plas

CONSIGNMENTS INVITED



125 Harlequin Avenue, Great West Road, London TW8 9EW, UK
Tel: 020 8847 5447  Fax: 020 8560 5748      
www.frankdale.com  Email: sales@frankdale.com 

S A L E S  |  S E R V I C E  |  T R I M M I N G  |  R E S T O R A T I O N

the world’s oldest independent  
Rolls-Royce and Bentley specialist

1938 Bentley 4 ¼ Litre Sedanca Coupe  
by Gurney Nutting

1956 Bentley S1 Continental Fastback  
by H.J.Mulliner

1961 Bentley S2 Continental Coupe 
by H.J.Mulliner

Black - it never goes out of fashion
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NORTH SHORE 
BOSTON TOUR

2018

JOIN US OCTOBER 8TH-13TH

ROLLS-ROYCE 
OWNERS' CLUB 
YANKEE REGION 
NATIONAL TOUR

THIS IS A HUB TOUR 
BASED IN BEVERLY, MA

ACCOMMODATIONS
WILL BE AT THE 

WYLIE INN, BEVERLY

DAILY EXCURSIONS 
TO GLOUCESTER, 

SALEM, CONCORD, 
NEWBURYPORT, 

ESSEX AND A TRAIN 
TRIP INTO BOSTON

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CONTACT TERRY LYMAN
AT ATLYMAN@AOL.COM

OR JAMES SPRAGUE
AT JBS@IX.NETCOM.COM

POST 55 PARTS
Specialists in NEW parts for  

Rolls-Royce & Bentley motorcars  
manufactured prior to 1965

INVENTORY EXAMPLES
• Large & Small Master Cylinders  

as low as $260
• Wheel Cylinders $100

• Oil Filters $17
• Air Intake Hoses $115

• Brake Shoes & Pads $240
• Brake Drums $325

We will save you thousands!

To order call 704 965 8138
Email: post55parts@gmail.com

or visit our website

Post55parts.com
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Driven by devotion. Discovered online.
The Bentley Heritage Parts website.
  A comprehensive online resource where you can search and find over 55,000 genuine parts, components and diagrams 
for Bentley and Crewe-built Rolls-Royce models from 1955 to 2009. It’s the perfect tool to help you preserve your 
Bentley as a genuine example of motoring history with genuine Bentley parts.

 Register today and start exploring heritage.bentleymotors.com
 The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks. © 2016 Bentley Motors Limited.



 
 Richard Anderson ------------------------ San Marcos, CA 

 Michael Bell -------------------------------- Vancouver, BC 

 Philip Birkeland -------------------------------- Fircrest, WA 

 Julie Brinkerhoff Jacobs ------------- Corona Del Mar, CA 

 Bob Burr --------------------------------St. Matthews, SC 

 Robert Byram --------------------------------- Metairie, LA 

 David Conlan ---------------------------- New Orleans, LA 

 Cutler  ---------------------------------Palm Springs, CA 

 Stephen Emmerman --------------------- Punta Gorda, FL 

 Dan Goldstein ---------------------------------Chantilly, VA 

 Nick Grewal ------------------------------------ Gilford, NH 

 Thomas Neal ---------------------------------- Arcadia, CA 

 Dale Schell ------------------------------------Concord. CA 

 Gordon Spitzack ---------------------------- Faribault, MN 

 J. Sterling Stover ----------- Chesterton, Oxfordshire, GB

 Michael Totleben ------------------------------Hallock, MN 

 Albert Veres ------------------------------- Vero Beach, FL 

 Van Wells ------------------------------------ Columbia, SC 

 Avery Wise ----------------------------------- Waxhaw, NC 

 Guanhua Zhai --------------------------San Francisco, CA 

F RO M  T H E  PAG E S  O F

the

PARK-WARD MOTORS MUSEUM
Rolls-Royce & Bentley

America’s #1 restorers and sellers

312-320-6996

Cultivating the Rolls-Royce legend...
and passionate purveyors of  the world’s most beautiful hand-
built automobiles. Every Rolls-Royce at Park-Ward Motors 
has been meticulously crafted and restored to top condition. 
To experience a degree of  automotive craftsmanship no classic 
car restorer has ever done before, visit the Park-Ward Motor 
Museum in Crystal Lake.

Contact Rodd Sala for a personal tour and further details on 
your bespoke restoration or how to acquire one of  these beautiful 
automobiles for your personal collection.

www.park-ward.com

(est. 1984)

the
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European Foreign Classics Ltd.
Specializing in Rolls-Royce & Bentley Motorcars

Service—Maintenance —Restoration
Pre-War to Current Series Specialists
Brake & Hydraulic System Overhaul
Electrical System Repair & Re-wiring
Fuel Injections & Carburetor Overhaul

Engine/Transmission Service & Overhaul
Custom Accessories for Interior & Exterior

Full Detailing & Polishing Services
Heating & A/C Systems Repair Services

—Other Available Services—
24-Hour Emergency Flatbed Towing

Collision & Paint Refinishing
Our New Painting Facility and our expertise results in 

some of the most beautiful examples in the region!
35+ Years of Rolls-Royce & Bentley Experience

The pride we take in our work is only surpassed by  
seeing your resulting pride in ownership!!!

Thomas Palasciano —Owner & Principal
European Foreign Classics Ltd.

325 Great Neck Road
Great Neck, NY 11021

(516) 829-6200 FAX (516) 829-6815
www.europeanforeignclassics.com

www.flyingspares.com
Telephone: +44 1455292949 Email: sales@flyingspares.co.uk

QUALITY PARTS GUARANTEED - Your choice of:

“Fast service!”
Howard - Alberta, Canada

“Shipped to the USA in two days!” 
Peter - Florida, USA

“Great service from the USA”
Darrell - Atlanta, Georgia, USA

• Twelve strong sales team
• Decades of Rolls-Royce & Bentley parts knowledge
• Free technical information & f itting advice
• 48 hour delivery to most North American destinations
• Exclusive discount for RROC members
• Free Apple & Android App for easy ordering

Where quality comes f irst

Flying Spares Ltd, Station Road Industrial Estate, Market Bosworth, CV13 0PE, UK

Fully secure e-commerce website with parts listings, diagrams and technical information

Trusted worldwide to offer fantastic levels of service:

QUALITY SERVICE GUARANTEED

• New Genuine Bentley parts – many at discounted prices
• New Aftermarket parts – all Safety Related aftermarket parts
   manufactured in Europe
• Guaranteed Reconditioned parts – all overhauled in the UK
  either by us or a specialist reconditioning company
• Recycled parts – carefully parted out to ensure we can offer
  the widest range of second hand parts

RECENT ADDITIONS TO OUR RANGE:
• TUV (European Safety Standard) approved Steering Track Rod
  Kits for all models from 1955 – 1982
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F o u n d a t i o n :

The Rolls-Royce Foundation is a separate 501(c)(3) non  profit 
organization from the RROC and can be contacted at

189 Hempt Road, Mechanicsburg, PA 17050 

rrfoundation@comcast.net
717.795.9400 

www.rollsroycefoundation.org

“ D e d i c a t e d  t o  
p r e s e r v e  a n d  
p r o m o t e  t h e  h e r i t a g e  
o f  R o l l s - R o y c e  a n d  
B e n t l e y  m o t o r c a r s ”

April 20th, 1907 .  15the  Automobile . A D V E R T I S E M E N T S .

A Few Goals of the  
Rolls-Royce Foundation:
•  Digital archiving of  

historical & factory 
records

•  Educational museum
•  Scholarship endowments 

for vintage vehicle 
restoration & automotive 
technology programs 
at institutions of higher 
education

•  Historical information is 
available by individual 
chassis request.



JACK BARCLAY

THE ONLY SUPPLIER OF PRE-1955 OF BENTLEY AND 
CREWE BUILT ROLLS-ROYCE PARTS
hrowen.co.uk/bentley/aftersales

Over 80 years of meticulous craftsmanship can now be ordered at the click of a button at our new online store hrowen.co.uk/bentley/
aftersales. As the largest global stockist, we offer the widest selection of parts to keep your cherished automobile performing 
beutifully.  As Bentley specialists, we also supply parts for all post - 1955 models up to and including the latest Bentley range.

For more information 
Email: jackbarclay@hrowen.co.uk  
Call:  Service +44 (0) 207 738 8880  Parts +44 (0) 207 738 8333 
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10.13.18

Purchase tickets, register to display your car and learn more at  

LuxurySupercarShowcase.com

Prepare for thrills aplenty at the Luxury & Supercar  
Showcase. It’s North Texas’s high-performance event  
of the year, celebrating the fastest cars, the finest 
food and fashions and the most lavish lifestyle  
experiences. An ultra-luxury car show and concours  
that could only come from one place: Park Place.

Benefiting
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THE BEST LIKES ARE ANALOG

Drive with us.  800-922-4050 | Local Agent  |  hagerty.com

Insurance. Valuation. Membership. DriveShare™

Vehicle make and model names and logos are property of their respective owners and their inclusion does not imply sponsorship of or affiliation with Hagerty or any of its 
products or services. Hagerty Insurance Agency, LLC, provides insurance and determines final risk acceptance. Membership and DriveShare are provided by non-insurance 
affiliates of The Hagerty Group, LLC.  Hagerty, the H Gear Shift Logo, HAGERTY. FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE CARS, and DRIVESHARE BY HAGERTY are registered or common 
law trademarks of The Hagerty Group, LLC. ©2017 The Hagerty Group, LLC.



Even from the top, the Cullinan front end 
treatment is clearly that of a Rolls-Royce. And 
then there are those rear-hinged coach doors,  
a feature found on all four-door Rolls-Royces. RRMC


